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he pulse of the channel can be gauged by sales figures and statistics, but to get a truly
holistic view of where the technology market is heading you really need the opinions of
many players in the field, across a huge swatch of all major vertical markets. That’s where the

Review & Outlook comes in. For the seventh year, VSR reached out to nearly a hundred solution providers, vendors, consultants and technology mavens to find out where they see their corner of the channel
heading and what the defining technologies and trends will be for the coming year.
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Advanced Data Systems Chicago
Kelli Stewart
Marketing and Operations
www.ads-pos.com

Recently, I was speaking to the owner of the auto
repair shop that maintains our service fleet, and the engagement provided some great insight that our team will take into 2014.
We don’t provide the software solution he uses at his business, and
we won’t. Still, we were evaluating his POS, along with the other technologies he uses. The strategy that evolved from the conversation, and
many like it, is that we better be prepared to talk with our clients about
everything from barcoding to social media marketing.
My conversation with our automotive specialist revealed a commonality he shares with all businesses. “Auto mechanics are in demand
just like every other trade”, he said. But the shops that want to grow and
succeed rely on much more than their initial training and reputation.
Upon reflection, the same can be said for restaurateurs or retailers.
Really, it holds true for any business. We talked further about how he uses
technology to get customers, how he uses it to keep them and how he
tracks it all. Most importantly, we talked about how as a business owner,
you must embrace change or become irrelevant. He was embarrassed
that he came close to closing his business more than once in the last five
years. Even though he’s really good at fixing cars, he still had to accept
that the strategies to gain business that were important last year might
not be so productive in the future. Every year, every season, he has to
decide how to evolve. It is a fluid and never-ending process. It can be
exhausting, and I was more than empathetic.
It was ironic that the harsh insights our auto mechanic shared
regarding his business and his customers also applied to our company,
our vendors, and all the customers we serve—evolve or die. Do what
you do well, and then offer more. What new, exciting, now-and-wow
things complement or integrate with what you do?
In our industry, recent history sings the song of “mobility-mobilitymobility.” We’ll hear the tune playing throughout this year, next year
and the year after that, too. Get used to it. We won’t go backwards in
respect to technology. Mobility isn’t just hardware or an application; it
describes the mentality of a growing segment of our customers. And it
will continue to spread until it hits that client base that refuses to carry a
cell phone or use social media. What that means is that mobile technology is a limitless opportunity.
Other obstacles (or opportunities), such as the economy, tech-savvy
customers, impending regulatory changes, and every stakeholder’s
ability to deliver a value message will impact the direction our industry
takes in 2014. VARs, vendors, and developers must continue to do what
we do well, and then offer more in each of those areas.
How do we offer more? Relationships will continue to be an important tool leading to diversification, and the dynamic of these alliances
is evolving. Partnerships that leverage the strength of what the channel
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has to offer are very valuable to our customers and they count on us to
figure it out. In order to anticipate and meet the sophisticated consumer
demand for product “X” and the “right” data, along with the every nuance associated with them, we must continue to count on invigorating
our offering as a strategy for sustaining. Since we can’t be experts in
everything, strategic relationships are a must.
Finding the right mix for offerings—and the associations that come
along with them—will allow us to meet the growing constant customer
requests. That is how we will continue to do what we do well, and then offer more. And develop our sales and residual income streams along with it.

Agilysys

Jim Dennedy
President & CEO
www.agilysys.com

Tremendous change is taking place in the hospitality industry, beginning with the manner in which services are delivered.
Mobile technology continues to transform the landscape — enhancing
operations and enabling staff to work more efficiently. The price point
for mobile technology is also more attractive now than it was several
years ago. As a result, we’ll see more providers—from hotels and casinos
to cruise lines and sporting venues—implementing mobile solutions.
One of the best aspects of mobile technology is that it allows hospitality
providers to deliver services with speed, style and efficiency. It also offers
opportunities to expand guest wallet share.
In 2014 and beyond, the hospitality industry will continue to migrate to cloud-based technology systems. New adopters are definitely
heading toward the cloud; many of them smaller properties that don’t
have complex requirements and don’t want to make upfront capital
investments. I predict big growth areas for cloud delivery will be in
Africa and Asia, as hospitality providers there become more confident
in their Internet connectivity.
The use of social media also will continue to increase as Millennials
come of age. Hospitality providers will be faced with the challenge of
how to reach these young technology-savvy consumers without alienating older guests. They also will have to decide how often to reach out
to guests with e-mails, texts and tweets. There’s a growing interest in
finding the right balance between keeping in touch and becoming a
nuisance. Reputation management will become a more significant issue
as potential guests are guided by social media commentary.
One of the biggest issues the hospitality industry continues to face is
data privacy and security. The cost of a breach can be astronomical, and
the consumer confidence that guests place in a hotel or other hospitality
venue is also at stake. This is a serious subject that requires a serious
investment by hospitality providers and vendors alike.
Even with the changes and challenges the industry faces, the future
of hospitality is exciting. Never before have there been as many opportunities to improve operations and offer enhanced guest service simply
by implementing new technology. With the right systems in place,
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hotels and other providers will be well-positioned to increase revenue,
command market share and create a memorable experience that keeps
guests coming back.

AIM North America
Mary Lou Bosco
COO
www.aim-na.org

Some business leaders still consider the Internet of
Things (IoT) as science fiction or futuristic. Often, we find the term defined in confusing ways. AIM defines the Internet of Things as: A global
network infrastructure, linking physical and virtual objects through
the use of interoperable data capture and communication methods.
Standards-based object identification, sensor and connection capability provide for the development of independent cooperative services
and applications characterized by a user-defined degree of autonomy.
AIM North America’s perspective is based on our day-to-day experiences with the IoT. Our members are not only leaders in creating and
using IoT technologies, but experts in how IoT is already being used
in a variety of industries. AIM believes the IoT will be a significant
influence in 2014 and beyond, and sees important implications for
technology solution providers.
While the IoT may be considered an emerging concept by some,
AIM members working in the U.S. and internationally know that
automatically identifying objects, capturing information about them
and sharing data is at the core of what AIDC technologies and AIM
members do. Individuals and enterprises within AIM have helped hundreds of thousands of organizations harness the ability to automatically
collect, share and act on data. What IoT changes is the scale, of both
the task and the opportunity.
By 2020—only six years away—there will be between 30 and 50
billion connected devices, according to recent research by the Economist Intelligence Unit. The IoT will impact businesses well before then,
however. That same research found 95% of senior executives believe
their companies will be using IoT within three years, and 17% expect
to introduce IoT products over the same period.
Companies using the IoT represent prospective customers for technology resellers, while those just introducing IoT products represent
new partnership opportunities. In the not-too-distant future, technology solution providers will need to demonstrate basic competence in
IoT integration just to be invited to bid for large enterprise automation projects. Non-technical skills will also be essential. The ability to
collaborate with other technology providers will be a key to success,
because IoT projects require bringing together AIDC technologies,
sensors, wireless controls, different networking protocols and industrial
automation equipment.
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Apacheta

Don Grust
CEO
www.apacheta.com

The influx of mobile applications into the enterprise will cause CIOs to take a more pragmatic and organized approach
to enterprise mobility that includes solutions that offer reusable and
repeatable components—ultimately selecting mobile development platform-based applications that create new opportunities for the channel.
Enterprises have learned that custom-developed solutions are
costly to develop and maintain and not very repeatable. And while
excellent packaged solutions exist, a packaged app may not match the
organization’s business processes. For example, while companies may
want to automate their supply chain or streamline their sales, service
and delivery operations, each needs to do so in a slightly different way.
Whether you decide to build or buy your solutions, ultimately you end
up with a mash up of siloed applications throughout the enterprise.
That’s not very repeatable.
How are companies reconciling the need for repeatable solutions
with each enterprise’s unique business requirements? This is where
CIOs are increasingly landing on mobile development platform-based
solutions. These platforms offer complete, pre-built applications with
reusable workflows and cross-device development tools that make it possible to quickly create tailored solutions that can be shared throughout
the enterprise. By utilizing apps that are built on a platform, companies
get the repeatability and customization they need, while also taking advantage of an application that was developed using industry knowledge
and best practices.
So what does this mean for the channel? Companies need help
defining and implementing enterprise-wide mobility strategies. This
creates an opportunity for the channel to leverage industry and technical expertise to deliver repeatable enterprise mobility service offerings.
By incorporating mobile development platforms into these offerings,
channel partners can not only add value above and beyond the reselling
of hardware and support services, they can develop expertise and repeatable solutions that can be leveraged from one customer to the next.

APG Cash Drawer
Mark Olson
President
www.cashdrawer.com

It’s often been said that the future is already here, it’s
just unevenly distributed, and not easily recognized.
We’re living in an era of Digital Darwinism. It’s not the strongest or
the fastest that survives, but the one that’s most able to adapt. There
are many innovative technological and business model changes that
are continually disrupting our previous way of life. Many of them are
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occurring faster than we can understand them and adapt to them in
our daily lives.
Think about all the processes you utilize to select, use and pay for
a variety of products and services today. Many have changed in the
last few years. As with most technological advancements, you can’t go
backwards (try using a dial-up modem today). Products and services
are now delivered quickly, easily and cheaply over the web, and the
range of choices available in numerous areas have virtually exploded.
Some businesses that have been around for long periods of time, are
finding their value propositions having less relevance and meaning for
their customers today. It’s not just in the retail or technology markets,
it’s occurring everywhere.
As consumers, we enjoy many of the benefits from some of these
continual changes. But the businesses that aren’t embracing these
changes, or enjoying any benefits from them, are probably feeling high
levels of stress today. Thriving now requires constant attention and
adaption to meet your customer’s changing requirements on how they
prefer to select, buy and use products. These shifts usually don’t happen
quickly either. They generally occur slowly, but continually, and often
at the periphery of your vision. It makes it even harder to determine
what’s happening around you, or to you, while your value proposition
slowly withers away.
We all have to re-evaluate our role in the marketplace on much
shorter cycles than we did before. There often is a struggle with understanding the difference between where we currently are and where
the best opportunities in the future will likely be. It’s no different in the
POS world either.
What do your POS customers really want?
It’s actually quite simple. Your POS customers want a solution that
works reliably, dependably and at a low cost—every single day. They
don’t want to have to tinker with it ever. If it does break, they want it
to be easy, cheap and quick to fix or replace. They don’t care nearly as
much today about brands or the channels that deliver solutions to the
marketplace. Most technology implementations (including POS) are
fairly expensive, experience project cost over runs and achieve a low
actual rate of return on the investment. POS system users also want
the solution to be very predictable and consistent in the cost and the
quality of the deliverable outcome. If you can figure out how to provide
that more consistently for your customers, they will be looking at you
as their povider of choice.
At the RSPA RetailNOW 2013 event, there were numerous discussion panels that highlighted the challenges and the opportunities to
the “as a service” business model as a solution of choice for dealers to
provide to their customers. It has been used successfully in a variety of
other industries and has received broad acceptance. Think about the
modem (or DVR) you rent from your internet service provider: once
it’s deployed, you never stop to think about it again. But you pay the bill
every month, because your service is reliable and predictable.
This isn’t a business model that’s coming to POS—it’s already here.
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There are organizations currently doing it. By all indications, it’s penetration into this marketplace will continue to accelerate. The recurring
revenue model doesn’t just apply to software’s use, deployment or how
you pay for it. It’s likely to change how all POS technology and full
solutions are acquired, used and paid for. Manufacturers have to find
ways to help support the recurring business model concepts in order
for them to continue to be relevant in the future.
Even with all of the technological advancements in payments today,
cash will still be used as a medium of exchange in the future. There is a
very large segment of the U.S. population that will always struggle with
managing a banking relationship, or a credit card, or they choose to be
more anonymous with their purchasing decisions. How retail solutions
store and facilitate the friction free exchange of cash as a medium of
exchange may continue to evolve, but cash will never change.

Apriva

Stacey Finley Tappin
Senior Vice President, Sales and Marketing
Communications, North America
www.apriva.com

For years, merchant services providers and independent sales organizations (ISOs) have made a living selling credit
card processing services to small businesses and similar establishments.
These business owners understood that a good portion of consumers
preferred to make medium- and large-sized purchases by card, and the
ready convenience of accepting card-based payments negated the cost
that merchants incurred for accepting credit cards. While merchants
regularly shopped by price, there was enough volume—and margin—to
ensure that well managed providers had an opportunity to succeed.
Although this model has endured for years, advancements in
technology—particularly the introduction of smartphones and tablets—combined with the changing demographics of card users, have
jeopardized the viability of the payments-centric business model. New
competitors have caused serious challenges for traditional pricing
models. On top of this, many consumers, including young adults, are
much more likely to make purchases—including traditional small ticket
items—by card. As a result, margins have gone down, competition
has skyrocketed, and the traditional merchant services providers find
themselves playing defense into what has quickly devolved as a pure
commodity market.
Instead of focusing on low-margin, transient card processing services, merchant services providers can set their sights on getting on the offensive, and demonstrate the unique value they offer to their merchants.
For many providers, that means augmenting their payment services
with innovative mobile marketing services that are entering the market.
Solutions that may include a combination of customizable loyalty
programs, couponing, time- and location-based offers, and even social
network capabilities that give consumers the ability to share relevant
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offers with friends and family are beginning to gain traction in this
smart device-driven world. Since merchant services providers and ISOs
already have relationships with merchants, it makes sense that they
expand their portfolios to include these new services. Not only will this
help tap into a new revenue stream, the integration of mobile marketing services can translate into increased stickiness with merchants and
protect their existing relationships from the encroaching competition.
For providers and ISOs that use a gateway service, integrating
mobile marketing into an existing payments-centric portfolio is fairly
straightforward. For those merchants who do not use a gateway, combining services is a little more complex. But in either scenario, providers should investigate the feasibility of utilizing mobile marketing as a
means to ensure their relevance and viability. The market has changed
forever and merchant services providers already understand they need
to break the model of relying on low-margin, commodity card processing services. Focusing on new solutions like mobile marketing is a great
way to expand their product offerings.

Archelon Enclosures

Debi Besmer
Managing Partner
www.archelonenclosures.com

During the past year, retailers have gained an
active interest in mobile solutions for their businesses. Historically,
industrial, ruggedized tablets have been the go-to mobile technology.
But this mindset is changing.
Why? The popularity of the small, yet powerful consumer tablets.
You know as well as I do that today’s shoppers are incredibly tech
savvy. They come armed with tablets or smartphones—and tons of
product information before they set foot in a store. I believe as retailers
watch this trend closely in the coming year, they will find they have no
choice but to up the ante. This could be through increased adoption of
mobile POS, mobile payments and omnichannel marketing. It will be
the VARs’ responsibility to provide a deeper level of support, with the
right tools, accessories and a greater knowledge base to educate clients
and help them stay ahead of their competitors.
Not to mention, iPads give a store a much more modern, sleek feel,
and employees gain more freedom to offer better service on the sales
floor. That ambiance counts for a lot when vying for business, which
could mean the difference between a return customer or not.
This brings us, of course, to your customers’ bottom line. Retailers
will start shifting to iPads or other consumer tablets because they are
just simply more cost effective. Businesses can drop a big chunk of
change on ruggedized devices. Consumer tablets, on the other hand,
cost a fraction of that amount—and can save companies hundreds of
dollars per device. Plus, tablets and iPads are intuitive and easy to use,
improving operational efficiencies. That combination speaks volumes,
and I predict it will trigger a noticeable transition to consumer devices
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in the retail culture in 2014.
Even as I sing the praises of the tablet, there will be challenges to
overcome, particularly durability and security. Unlike their industrial
mobile counterparts, iPads, have much more sex appeal and can easily
“grow legs and walk off.” So companies will have to consider solutions
to protect their investment. Enclosures will be a must-have product to
ruggedize as well as secure these devices to deter theft. It’s an accessory that can offer retailers the peace of mind and confidence to move
toward more cost-effective mobile technology solutions.

Aruba Networks

Vivek Khemani
Head of Channel Marketing
www.arubanetworks.com

Twenty-four percent of total web traffic in early
2013 was from mobile devices. This figure, which is up 78% from a year
ago, is expected to grow 300% by 2017. A good portion of this mobile
data traffic is flowing through enterprise networks and, as a result, many
organizations have been forced to embrace enterprise mobility as their
new normal. However, while they work to embrace mobility, numerous
organizations find themselves struggling to add capacity and unclog
their networks in order to provide an acceptable level of experience
to network users.
This is a great reason for us to cheer in the networking industry as
it will help fuel growth for networking vendors and solution providers
alike for the next few years. However, while it’s good for the industry to
have a strong catalyst supporting growth, the keys to success here will
be differentiating your business by offering smarter mobility solutions
and thinking ahead of the curve.
Enterprise mobility is a multifaceted process, but for the purpose of
this column, I’ll mainly focus on the networking aspect. Listed below are
three key considerations for building smart mobile networks:
Rightsizing the network: Networking for the next-generation
workplace must ensure that each device and business application has
reliable service tailored to its performance needs and that the network
is right sized for mobility. Key characteristics of the next-gen workplace
include: wireless everywhere, support BYO-everything, automation of
routine IT tasks and unified operations.
Context-aware network: Another important characteristic of a
smart network is context-awareness that can support contextual data—
user roles, device ownership and types, application awareness and flows,
location and time-of-day—and extend this intelligence across the network to devices and apps. Context-aware networks also enable IT staff
to create and better enforce comprehensive network access and security
policies and eliminate the need for managing multiple VLAN pools.
Mobile engagement with customers: This is an emerging
trend that puts enterprise mobility in the line of fire for revenue generation and makes it much more relevant to the business. By understanding
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the exact whereabouts of customers and having a medium to connect
with them in real time, public-facing enterprises can engage with customers, influence their buying behavior and analyze the resulting data
for future engagements.
The smart businesses of tomorrow will be built on smarter mobility
solutions and the successful solution providers will be those that employ
enterprise mobility as a prime aspect of their business. The key is to
make the right investments today and build a comprehensive mobility
practice that can leverage and sustain this growing market opportunity.

Avnet

Tony Vottima
Senior Vice President and General Manager,
Avnet Services, Americas
www.avnet.com

The world of technology is rapidly changing. Disruptive technologies such as analytics, cloud computing and mobility
are not only transforming the way companies conduct business, but also
how and why they purchase technology. As we look forward to 2014 and
beyond, it is imperative that the IT channel evolves to ensure it meets
the needs of end-user organizations around the world.
First and foremost, reseller and solution provider partners need to
be prepared to approach technology sales in new ways to be successful
in the long-term. Customers will be looking for consultative experts that
understand how to solve their business problems well beyond recommending a product strategy. With this approach, conversations with
prospects and customers must revolve around developing and implementing tailored business solutions driven by customized services and
software solutions, with hardware providing the necessary horsepower
for the solution to operate effectively.
Further driving this approach is a dramatic change in the technology
customer. Technology is now reaching far outside of the data center
and purview of the IT team. Resellers and solution providers will need
to be capable of selling to and working with new customer contacts,
especially those from the business, finance, human resources, legal and
marketing teams. These customers are far less focused on speeds and
feeds, and choose which partners to work with based on their ability to
solve specific problems and return on investment.
Additionally, it will be more important than ever for partners to
develop vertical market expertise. As companies seek to find more ways
to reach their customers and make better informed decisions, big data
and analytics are driving a significant portion of IT spending. This is
especially true in the healthcare, retail, financial and energy industries.
Partners that have deep expertise in these markets will be better positioned to serve customers and able to accelerate their growth.
The changes in the technology market are also opening up new opportunities for partners related to the secure and responsible disposal of
IT assets. When companies upgrade their IT infrastructure to handle
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the demands of big data, analytics and mobility, or move part of their
IT infrastructures to the cloud, they need to find ways to safely remove
any data, and recycle or dispose of the technology. Partners can greatly
increase their roles as complete solution providers that meet the total
lifecycle needs of their customers by developing or engaging with
companies to provide these services.
As I look to next year, I’m reminded of the words from a favorite
song, “It was a new day yesterday, but an old day now.” New technologies offer a tremendous opportunity for resellers and solution providers
to advise customers on their business problems, lead with services and
software, engage with different departments in organizations, develop
vertical market expertise and offer solutions for the entire IT lifecycle.

Barcoding, Inc.

Jay Steinmetz
CEO
www.barcoding.com
The Auto-ID industry will continue to consolidate on multiple fronts. History has proven that whenever companies
combine or get acquired, the acquirer does what is required to ring
out costs. What does this mean for manufacturing vendors? It means
further layoffs and elimination of mid-level management, operations,
marketing and technical resources. This adjustment in human capital
will play out to the benefit of some VARs and to the detriment of others.
While the larger integrators will acquire customers that were formerly
working directly with the manufacturer, the smaller integrators will lose
key manufacturing support resources, which will continue to erode their
ability to sustain an effective client base.
Smaller integrators, without the deep bench of technical resources,
will either merge with larger companies, find a tight vertical market
solution to cling to, or make their job an unprofitable part-time hobby.
The consumerization of a broad line segment of the marketplace will
accelerate. Companies that don’t embrace the required needs and/
or perceptions of the younger segment of decision makers will find
themselves looking in from the outside at the businesses they are attempting to solicit.
Voice, RFID and imaging technologies will continue to expand their
foothold in the Auto-ID space along with new categories of emerging
technologies. Companies slow to understand and embrace these new
options being presented to the marketplace will be exposed for their
lack of depth. Overall, companies that can best take advantage of these
changes as well as the services that go with them will expand profitability
and maintain growth into the end of the decade.
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Bematech

Wladimir Alvarez
President, International Division
www.bematech.com
In a competitive market, restaurateurs are under
pressure to find new ways for their operations to work as effectively
and efficiently as possible in order to win more business and increase
profits. Because of this, interest in efficiency gains—from the kitchen
to the front-end—has seen steady growth. In the hospitality industry,
two facets will impact the industry the most in 2014: mobile point of
sale (POS) and kitchen display systems (KDS).
From a wait staff perspective, mobile POS can significantly improve
customer satisfaction. Using intuitive, easy-to-use tablet devices allows
them to be more engaged on the floor. POS systems provide quick
tableside ordering with less mistakes and real-time access to menu
information. When armed with these devices, employees can more
accurately take orders, instantly send data to the kitchen and promptly
get food to customers. Even with the speedier service and quicker table
turnover, studies have shown that upselling actually happens more often
in these scenarios, and that all translates into more profit.
The KDS will no longer only be a data receiver or distributor. It
will play a vital role in improving customer engagement as a technology
extension of a restaurant’s current POS system. It proactively provides
feedback and status updates to the POS system, then to tableside— in
real-time. When chefs can clearly view orders on a monitor, rather than
scrawled on a paper ticket, it ensures meals will be prepared to customer
expectations. And when customers are satisfied with their orders, food
waste is significantly reduced.
Heading into 2014, VARs need to seriously consider bundling and
upselling solutions, like mobile POS and KDS that can effectively work
together—because their customers’ operational efficiencies and profits
are on the line.

BlueStar

Mark Fraker
Vice President, Marketing
www.bluestarinc.com

In 2014 we will continue to see further consolidation at both ends of the channel. Some vendors will remain in
acquisition mode, and amalgamation of VARs and ISVs will increase.
As the core channel players shrink, new innovative companies will
enter the channel with solutions built to run on multiple operating
systems. Channel solutions can be divided into basically two distinct
businesses—mobile and non-mobile. The mobile side is where we will
see the most activity and disruption, as well as the most new hardware,
software and service solutions in 2014.
Mobile solutions will produce stronger growth than non-mobile in
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2014, and will be driven by applications running on various operating
systems including iOS, Android and Microsoft Mobile. The global tablet market share by OS is currently 28% iOS, 5% Microsoft and 67%
Android. However, when you look at mobility platforms by operating
systems for SMBs the percentages change drastically: 49% iOS, 15%
Android and 36% Microsoft and others. Because of the demand by the
SMB market for multi-platform solutions, in 2014, more solutions will
be developed using HTML 5.0. Hardware manufacturers will provide
more peripheral-wrapped solutions to embrace the increasing mobile
Android and iOS tablet and phone devices.
BYOD (Bring Your Own Device) will bring attention to BYON
(Bring Your Own Network), as more and more smartphones enter the
ecosystems of all businesses, including the SMB market. An increasing
number of smartphones have the ability to serve as a hotspot, and allow
even more access to a company’s internal data from possible rogues.
In turn, data security solutions will move up on the IT manager’s list
of needs. Mobile solutions continue to boost the demand for cloud
services, which will also bring about more SaaS business models. Originally, SaaS models were only software-as-a-service, but as the demand
increased the model changed to a Solution as a Service. Providers are
introducing a variety of SaaS financial models to the market, and this
will only continue to grow in the upcoming year as VARs manage
the transformation of their salesforces from an up-front payment to a
recurring revenue model.
IT emphasis in 2014 will continue to be mobility. According to PC
Today, in the past decade, the number of mobile related patents grew
591% in the U.S. and 76% in Europe. In 2013, 25% of all U.S. patents
granted were mobile related, this is up from 5% in 2001 and it will
continue to accelerate in 2014.

Brother Mobile Solutions
Greg O’Oconnell
Director of Sales
www.brother-usa.com/mobile

Demand for mobile solutions is expected to continue to rise, especially across retail, hospitality, healthcare and field
service verticals. But as mobile technology evolves, the decision-making
process becomes more difficult. From our vantage point, the most successful VARs are those who help decision-makers think through the
scalability issues and future-proof their investment in field mobility.
Today’s buyer appreciates a VAR who acts as a trusted advisor—a VAR
who understands the importance of scalable, enduring solutions that
deliver value today, but also take the future into account.
Companies have historically adopted mobile technologies
to increae efficiencies and reduce costs, but increasingly they look to
mobility as a way to engage and delight the customer and even improve
brand image. Yet they typically face a daunting range of connectivity
and integration issues, such as changing technologies, growing diversity
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of mobile devices, disparate operating systems, total cost of ownership
and return on investment. These factors can lead prospective buyers
to hesitate, asking questions such as: Will the mobile application be
compatible and interoperable with systems I already have? Will my
investment pay off over time? And, does it offer the flexibility to make
changes in the future?
Because it is often overlooked, VARs will also need to be prepared
with recommendations on the mobile printing side of the customer
value equation. Mobile solutions often involve on-demand printing of
important documents, such as delivery receipts in route accounting,
clinical instructions by home healthcare professionals, or POS receipts
and pricing labels in retail stores, just to name a few. Here are some
guidelines to help ensure future-proofing of mobile printers.
• Seek rugged, industrial grade, wireless thermal printers that are
well-suited for repeated daily use in all climates and weather conditions.
Don’t forget that battery technology plays a big part here.
• Express a bias toward thermal technology. The customer will have
no messy inks to deal with and can use media that’s easy to carry or stow.
• Look for compact size, portability, intuitive use and ease of operation by non-technical personnel. Is the mobile printer as easy to use as
the device it is connected to?
• Also very important are versatility of form factors (e.g. on a person, on a cart, or in a vehicle), a track record of reliability (pretty much
“table stakes” these days) and device interoperability (what happens if
the “tablet of choice” changes?)
Given the diversity of mobile technologies, the days of singlepurpose devices and “one-size-fits-all” solutions are quickly fading in
the VAR channel. To provide that boost of confidence customers are
looking for, VARs can readily sustain their role as true business partners
by taking a collaborative approach to recommending an end-to-end
solution that not only includes mobile printing, but more importantly,
gives the customer more of the “over the horizon” view of changing
technology. Nobody has that perfect crystal ball, but leveraging their
own knowledge and awareness—that hard-earned experience that
VARs sometimes take for granted—can go a long way towards overcoming customer hesitation and driving to a decision.

CAP Software

Will Atkinson
President
www.capretail.com

To use an historical analogy, if 2012 was the Wild
West of POS and Payments, and 2013 was the Roaring Twenties (with
money and new ideas pouring into this space at an unprecedented rate),
then I think 2014 will be the relatively tame, yet productive and foundational years after WWII. This will be the time where we talk about
new products and solutions that will carry this marketplace forward on
more than hype and curb appeal.
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I hope to see (and I said this last year) some consolidation in two
emerging markets: mobile POS and mobile payments. Obviously there
is essentially unlimited potential in both of these arenas, but I honestly
don’t see how the proliferation of products, product trends and product
backers is sustainable in what is to some degree a finite market. Now
that we know how to provide payment processing to even the tiniest,
most inchoate merchant type, where else is the growth potential in
point of sale?
I suppose we could hope for even more Starbucks, or for Wal-Mart
and McDonalds to become yet more ubiquitous, but I think the real
growth potential for resellers, both new and old, is a combination of
old and new. There’s lots of really interesting and new technology in
tablets, both in stand-alone format and as ancillary devices, and we’ll
find it easier than ever to pay for goods and services in 2014, but resellers still need to be looking at their set of vendor partners through the
same lens that they always did. Sure, trendy is nice, and can certainly
win you some attention, but you’ll grow your customer base (and your
business) by picking best-of-breed vendor partners and doing the best
job of knowing how they help retailers improve their bottom line.
In some cases that is going to mean leading with a more traditional
product, and in some cases that is going to mean bleeding out there on the
edge with the innovators. But always remember, the solution has to solve
your customer’s problem, and it has to be priced so that you can afford to
sell it. Find a tablet solution if you need to sell to smaller, trendier merchants,
or find a Tier 1 solution if you’re getting calls from the big box stores, and
then make sure you can put together a revenue model around it.
I hope to see better funding/delivery models for traditional channels
this year, where vendors and distributors agree to help resellers provide
a true non-lease monthly price on a complete solution to compete
with the ISO models and the other groups that are dumping inferior
products into the marketplace. I really think 2014 will be the year that
we see some clever combinations of some of the more recent trends
making an impact, instead of just headlines.

CapServ

Tom Beusch
President

As the economy continues to slowly move forward
and improve, customers will look for companies
that can supply them with a solution or value-add services. Never before
has the AIDC marketplace required resellers the need for differentiation. Today, customers can get any hardware product from a number
of sources at almost the same price. The decision to choose a supplier
comes down to who they believe can help them the most in having a
successful, on-time and per budget project. That comes down to services
or software expertise, including configuration, technical, integration,
provisioning, application, software, RFID, voice, project management
or many other capabilities create differentiation. The question you need
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to ask yourself as an organization is “what market are you focused on
and what is your position within the value stream?”

Channelcorp

Bruce R. Stuart
President
www.channelcorp.com

There are hundreds of thousands of partners, of
various species around the world. It is likely that 15 to 25% of these partners will have generated 70 to 80% of 2013 partner revenue and could
drive up to up to 80% of the 2014 partner investment in the computer
hardware, software, telecommunications and services business (ITC).
Approximately one half of these businesses are technically insolvent, but they are working very hard and doing great work for their
clients. Forty percent are likely worth less money coming out of 2013
than they were going into 2013, but they are trying to figure out how
to get back on track. Only 10% of partners have more than 10% of
2013 revenue in cash or unused lines of credit and they are using this
capital to invest in transition.
Somewhere in the range of 25 to 30% of total N.A. partners are
cloud- or recurring revenue-ready. Of those that are already cloud- or
recurring revenue-ready, 25% are “born in the cloud” partners and are
net new to the ITC infrastructure. More partners are not cloud-ready
because they have not yet deployed the capital to invest in the tremendous range of opportunities that are in front of them.
In 2014, what partners require from vendors and distributors is
information on and access to programs that will help partners retain
and expand their classic transactional business while driving the investment required to transition into a recurring revenue model to get
involved in the industry’s emerging cloud, SaaS and MPS initiatives.
In addition, programs are needed to meet the needs of the born in the
cloud partners that may even be net new to the vendors and distributors
current partner programs.

ChannelEyes

Jay McBain
Co-founder
www.channeleyes.com

Upwards of 30% of channel partners that were in
business a couple of years ago are no longer operating. This is double
the traditional attrition rate that comes from businesses going bankrupt,
being acquired, or just shutting down to pursue other opportunities.
Adding to reduction in customer spending due to the economic
downturn, the channel has had to deal with hardware margins that
have bottomed out, software margins collapsing due to the cloud and
new licensing scenarios and, most troubling, the commoditization of
traditional and managed services.
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The good news is that partners that have weathered the perfect
storm have likely transformed their businesses and are well positioned
to take advantage of these future opportunities:
Channel partners evolving to be vendors: We have seen this trend
escalate in the past number of years. Partners have developed such
deep industry and customer expertise that they have built custom software, services and in some cases, hardware to solve specific customer
challenges. As the world has become flatter, these partners are finding
customers across the globe for these specific solutions. In 2014, we
may see a cross-over point where there are more vendors than channel
partners in the world.
Managing the Internet of Things: As we enter 2014, the average
knowledge worker owns three devices that they are looking to add to the
company network. This BYOD trend has been around since 2010, but
will escalate significantly when the average worker will have 10 devices
in the next five years. Planning, consulting, policy creation and deployment, provisioning, protecting, remotely managing, ensuring industry
compliance and controlling data fragmentation and portability will
drive significant channel opportunities over the next decade.
Infrastructure becomes important again: The channel WILL sell
hardware and lots of it. The Internet of Things will drive significant
upgrades in basic infrastructure such as wireless capacity, audio/video
equipment, mobile printing, document management and building
electrical. Yes, 10 devices will have 10 charging dongles. New hardware,
such as in-memory computing, extreme low-energy servers and cloudenablement and security devices will provide additional opportunity.
Line of business overtakes IT: Key opportunities over the next few
years reside outside of the IT department. Sales, marketing, finance,
HR and operations are driving forward with technology requirements
on their own because of the cloud and consumerization of hardware.
Just look at the growth of companies like Salesforce, NetSuite and Marketo. These decisions are sometimes rogue in nature and bypass the IT
team completely. BYOA, or Bring Your Own App, is also compounding
this problem as (well meaning) individuals are adding consumer-grade
apps onto their personal devices and using them for business purposes.
Security, compliance and data fragmentation are usually afterthoughts.
Small data feeds big data: Small and medium customers drive important data that can be leveraged upstream. The future of Big Data
actually resides in bringing together information from multiple smaller
sources on demand, replacing the single data warehouse model. The
channel will have the skills and connections to make this happen, driving new sources of business intelligence for customers that didn’t have
this access before. All boats will rise.
The channel has always profited from confusion and complexity.
While the cloud and pervasive hardware devices appear (to the customer) to simplify the environment, the opposite is happening.
Managing security, compliance, data portability, fragmentation and
supporting all these new devices will provide significant opportunity for
channel partners in 2014.
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CipherLab

Doug Partin
VP, Regional Sales
www.cipherlab.com

Industry consolidation continues, margins erode,
end users continue to hold the upper hand, and
the general economy is still in the throes of struggling out of the Great
Dismal Swamp. Sounds like a disaster novel?
Yet, there is always opportunity in crisis.
In our world, sometimes we forget who the customer is. There is the
manufacturer, the distributor and the reseller, right? What about the
end user and their customers?
When I was with Telxon, our president, Ray Meyo, would inculcate
in us that only three things mattered—The Customer, The Customer,
The Customer. Know your customer.
I work for a manufacturer and need to know the requirements at
the distribution level, the reseller/VAR level, the end-user level and
the customers of the end-user level. Reseller/VAR’s need to know the
requirements of the end users and customers of the end user.
Do you understand the business processes of your end customers
and why they need your products and services, or do you just respond
to a bid for hardware or services? Do use outbound calls to ask if your
“prospects” need any hardware or services, then respond that you have
the lowest price? If you do, you may gain some short-term business, but
long-term business requires that you understand how your hardware
and services are being used by the end user and how the end user customers are affected by the use of your hardware and services. Are the
end user customers able to be more informed? Make buying decisions
more quickly? Make production decisions more wisely? Create more
efficient scheduling? Buy more products? Spend less time buying? Make
fewer mistakes buying? Spend less time and frustration when returning
products? Become a more loyal customer? Have pain inducing concerns
your product or service may help?
If you are going to avoid the world of commoditized, price-only
selling, then you need answers to these questions and more. All of us
want to increase sales and optimize margins. The pathway to those
goals is to know what your customers want, why they want what they
want, when they want what they want, and how their process works to
achieve what they want.

Citizen Systems America
Max Yamazaki
President and CEO
www.citizen-systems.com

The AIDC, point of sale and mobility markets
continue to move toward the inevitable metamorphosis of wireless
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devices, hosted content—such as network administration tools, software and general business information in the cloud—and ultimately
providing user friendly hardware products. Companies that develop
business-friendly solutions, or products that are unique or different and
provide a key and real value, will find the next decade a very bountiful
harvest of good business.
As pricing trends continue to decline and solutions provide enhanced features and architecture, the key will be to find value in the
overall solution, not just in a single device. The total solution, which is
at its core an end-user efficiency gain and has immense value, will be the
key to customer satisfaction and retention. The value-added channel(s)
will continue to see a fertile landscape for application development and
integration of improved products into existing or legacy applications.
Providing a complete and seamless solution will create consistent revenue streams that will help sustain businesses. Successful and sustainable
AIDC, POS and mobility solution providers will embrace the next
technology shift—which may well continue to trend toward wireless
and hosted applications—to provide value and reduced costs for their
end-user clients.

Cloud Creek Systems
Rhos B. Dyke
Executive Vice President
www.cloudcreek.com

Buyers are getting way smarter. Not only are information management technology users and
purchasers a lot sharper on the product options available, they now do
more shopping, looking for the best price for the same product from
different VARs that sell them. The result is that competing vendors have
to give up already thin margins to simply win the business.
In response, VARs MUST focus much, much more on the “V”
and “A” in VAR. If we don’t ADD VALUE, customers will simply buy
from the lowest cost provider. Only VARs that can make it on thinning
margins while increasing sales volume will survive without value-added
offerings that distinguish them from other suppliers. OEM’s don’t mind,
and in fact, fewer, larger channel conduits to market may simplify their
lives, cutting channel program costs and improving their profits.
That means two kinds of VARs emerge; the “big box” or “warehouse” type suppliers—selling lots and lots of products at almost
wholesale prices—making a living on big volume, and the “boutique”
shops that look more like “System Integrators” of the ‘80s and ‘90s that
focused on end-result problem solving, sold SERVICES first, and the
products necessary to enable the desired end result.
The formula for the first type of VAR is pretty simple; the construction of the second is more challenging. Anyone with a lot of cash, the
ability to manage a line card, run a good supply chain model, has a
solid order to cash management system, and great customer service
will make it in the “tech warehouse” business. Those that can’t build,
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or don’t want that kind of enterprise, have to assemble a talent pool
that can make 1+1=3.
Pick up any survey analyzing customer satisfaction with IT ROI—
they almost all report some level of underutilization, underperformance, underachievement, underwhelming production or performance. Even if the technology works as advertised, it almost never
delivers on its full potential or promise. Enter the experts that can make
the stuff work, and maybe work better than expected. More value for
the end user/customer = more value for the VAR.

CompTIA

Nancy Hammervik
Senior Vice President for Industry Relations
www.comptia.org

After 30 years in the IT Channel, I’ve learned the
one thing we can count on is change. We work in
a fast-paced, ever-evolving industry, fueled by technology innovation
and customer need. We started with vendors driving demand and
watched solution providers gain influence as customers relied on their
trusted relationships to recommend brands and solutions. I believe we
are entering a new era for the channel where the customer will not only
have a stronger say, they will have greater expectations.
According to a recent CompTIA study, 52% of channel firms say
customer preference/demand is a “very significant” factor in choosing
vendor partners. This makes customer preference/demand the top
factor at play, replacing the more traditional factors of vendor brand
reputation and solution provider influence, demonstrating the power
of the end user in driving the IT agenda.
As technology becomes more pervasive and the workforce embraces
Millennials, the end user has become more comfortable in voicing
specific needs and preferences. Many customer purchasing decisions
are moving outside the IT department. As cited in a recent CompTIA
Trends in the Cloud report, in instances where the line of business
procured a cloud solution, 46% of companies did not involve the IT
team or seek final approval.
As customers drive more of the purchasing decisions, businesses
must create a new model for allowing all parties to present needs and
concerns and mediate final decisions.
Customers will be expecting so much more from their channel
partners in 2014. Enterprise level software solutions are now accessible
to the SMB via the cloud, big data is now a critical marketing tool,
mobility strategies are a top priority for BYOD corporate cultures, and
telecom is converging with data. Solution providers must keep up with
the evolving demands of their customers or their customers will go to
someone else who can deliver.
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Computer System Integrators
Donald Dunlap
President
www.comsysint.com

I have provided software in the service and hospitality industry for a number of decades now and
in the past decade or so I have witnessed a dramatic technology change
from discrete components to solid state. The most dramatic is the
disappearance of the mom and pop appliance and electronics service
centers. This industry is now dominated by the large service centers and
the independent contractors working for the various manufacturers.
For many years, the manufacturers priced their products to cover the
first year warranty. Competition has dramatically changed that pricing
model. This has resulted in the manufacturers reducing the amount
they will pay for warranty work. In turn, the service centers have been
forced to make dramatic changes in the methods of operations.
This change is most obvious in the software that the service centers
used to manage their business. Not too many years ago, it was very
simple. Today, as in other industries, they are demanding more automation in certain administrative processes. For many years there was
the problem of “silent partners” at the service centers in the area of
parts. They are asking for more ability to track the day-to-day operation of their service techs in great detail. For years, they had margins
that overcame the silent partners problem. The manufacturers were
very liberal in their payment and methods on warranty work. Today,
the demands of the manufacturers have closed these loop holes. The
manufacturers have gone to the dispatch process as a part of this change
in the way they handle warranty work. They are requiring daily updates
on dispatched work plus other details. This requires the service center/
techs to communicate directly with the manufacturers via a website or
the service center software having the capability to provide real-time
updates to the manufacturer.
The service center software has become complicated and this has
resulted in more expensive software systems. These are some of the
factors that have put the mom and pop shops out of business.
There is another effort that has been in development for some years.
With the availability of the wireless Internet available in so many homes,
the appliances have built in a diagnostic capability and this is then sent
to the manufacturer. They communicate with the customer advising
them that they have a problem in an appliance. The appliance software
performs an analysis of the problem and transmits it to the manufacturer. A dispatch is sent to the local service center with the description
of the problem. This reduces the cost of repair to the customer but in
turn hits the service center in the pocket as they normally have a flat fee
for a service call to diagnose the problem. The tech becomes nothing
more than a board swapper.
This process will, in the not too distant future, morph into a system
where the customer is sent a card or board that is simple to replace.
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They simply swap it out. It could go as far as a replacement unit is
shipped and the defective unit returned or put in the garbage. I think
this is ridiculous.
In the next decade, repair of appliances will be a thing of the past,
except for high-end products and select appliances. How many of you
remember when TVs came on the market. Thousands of TV repair
shops appeared all across America. Today, they are gone. Many if not
most appliances and electronics are now manufactured outside the U.S.
Automation in this process has reduced the cost to the point that it is
cheaper to ship a replacement unit than it is to repair it.
The only way a service center will survive is if they can get
enough out-of-warranty work and the parts are available to repair the
appliance. In the end, the customer will suffer as a result.

Coridian Technologies
Mike Cleary
President
www.coridian.com

As we move into 2014 our industry, and the technology surrounding it, continues to evolve. Three areas that are getting
attention include the ripple effect of consumer devices in our space,
continued channel consolidation and the increased emphasis on adding
services as part of a reseller’s product mix.
The idea of introducing consumer-grade devices into rugged and
industrial applications continues to be a hot topic. As this trend is no longer new, there is now data and case studies showing costs and tradeoffs
of using consumer-grade devices. With this information end users can
get a more realistic picture of how these devices perform and what the
true costs are. There is some acceptance of the trend with manufacturers offering solutions that add ruggedness and functionality to consumer
options. Some companies are making up for the loss of hardware
revenue by adding services like device management and deployment
to stay engaged with clients that are going this direction. Successful
resellers are providing their clients with appropriate information and
finding the best blend of solutions to meet the customers’ requirements.
Some of the industry’s largest manufacturers have made acquisitions that they are integrating into their organizations. It will be interesting to see what the structure, products and services will look like
after the integrations are complete. I believe all resellers are waiting
to see what the long-term effect of these mergers will mean to their
individual businesses.
As pressure on hardware margins continues, the need to uncover
other sources of profitable income becomes more important than ever.
Many firms are adding additional services to their portfolios as a result.
Offering hardware maintenance programs can sometimes generate
more margins over time than the hardware itself. Device management, cellular activations, configuration and deployment services are
great ways to increase transaction size and get your organization more
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embedded within end-user accounts. Others are increasing network
services like site surveys and wireless infrastructure development and
deployment to better serve their customers. Many of these services can
be outsourced if an organization doesn’t have the appropriate resources
available in-house.

D&H Distributing
Dan Schwab
Co-president
www.dandh.com

As one year ends and a new one commences, it’s
always appropriate to talk about lifecycles. For 2014, we see product
lifecycles as being a crucial catalyst for opportunity in the SMB marketplace, which comprises D&H Distributing’s main customer profile.
One of the major motivations as we move into 2014 will be to address
the looming support deadline for Windows XP.
Reports claim that more than 40% of businesses still have not implemented an alternative to XP—now a 13-year-old operating system,
depending on the version. In fact, 51% of SMB companies claimed
they were still not aware that the XP deadline was even approaching.
With the cut-off scheduled for April, these systems will become vulnerable to issues that Microsoft will no longer resolve. A similar deadline is
pending in 2015 for Microsoft Server 2003, which is already a 10-yearold technology. That’s a compelling justification for an infrastructure
refresh, creating a prime opportunity for the channel to introduce the
business community to a more modern, capable and secure backbone
for their networks.
Our resellers have been telling us that business is improving and
we expect that trend to continue. One of our goals in support of that
is to make sure resellers have a strategy in place to help end-customers
make that seamless transition away from XP, Sever 2003, or even various aging versions of Microsoft Office. As small business environments
face a potential predicament, it creates a moment for independent
VARs to step up and prove themselves as trusted IT advisors. And for
the end-users’ troubles, they will be rewarded with new touch-enabled
capabilities, greater security and enhanced usability.
Business environments of all scales will need authoritative, capable
experts to guide them through these migrations. As with any lifecycle,
when one door closes, another opens. Resellers must be ready to open
that door for customers in 2014.

Datacap Systems

Terry Zeigler
President /CEO
www.datacapsystems.com

We expect 2014 to mark an acceleration of the transition from purchased to “as-a-service” sales models offered by existing ISVs
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and solutions providers. As some payment processors begin to compete
directly with ISVs by offering “Free POS” in exchange for the merchant’s
processing business, ISVs will need to offer a similar “pay-as-you-go” option
to their customers to remain competitive.
POS applications offered by established Independent Software
Vendors (ISVs) maintain a distinct advantage, both in functionality
and flexibility over the “one-size-fits-all” options offered by payment
processors or big box retailers. The inherent flexibility provided by established POS providers manifests primarily in their ability to support
all payment processors and a variety of POS peripherals. Support for
multiple payment processors stops merchants from being locked into
long-term contracts with inflated processing rates that leverage the
POS as a barrier to exit.
Solutions Providers have the ability to help their customers shop
for the best processing rates, in turn justifying their margins in their
own “as-a-service” offering. Multiple POS peripheral options allow for
tailor-fitted installations that best fits the merchant’s specific needs. For
example, a customer-facing PIN pad makes a lot of sense in a grocery
application, but doesn’t fit very well in a table-service restaurant setting.
ISVs will continue to adapt in 2014 by presenting SaaS/HaaS options to complement their competitive advantage, leading to the capture
of merchants that are looking to upgrade their POS, but not willing or
able to purchase a new solution outright.
The same can be said for the rapid influx of upstart mobile POS
(mPOS) applications that are poised to threaten the small merchant
market. Many of these new players are focused primarily on the priceconscious merchant—embracing SaaS sales models and the “Bring
your own Device” (BYOD) trend, encouraging merchants to utilize
their personal mobile devices as POS terminals. Established POS
providers will level the playing field by implementing clever product
pricing strategies (Haas/SaaS) to bring the cost to merchant down,
while supplementing the displacement of standard upfront income
with an on-going recurring revenue stream.
As Windows 8 tablets become more commonplace, these PC-based
POS providers will port their existing functionality to mobile devices
with minimal effort, bringing mobile POS extensions to new and existing customers. In 2014, solutions providers will continue to embrace
revenue centers beyond the traditional “mark-up and resell” model,
including engaging in cooperative relationships with payment processing entities and evolving into business consultants for their customerbase—providing solutions, insight and referrals for POS, payment
processing, PCI/security and the looming EMV mandate.
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DENSO ADC

Kevin Bradshaw
Sales and Business Development Manager,
Americas
www.denso-adc.com

If there is one word that will dominate the VAR sector in 2014 and
beyond, we think that word must be “mobility.” We see the continued dynamic growth of mobility as a powerful and unavoidable driver for VARs
to provide bigger, more complete solutions to their customers—whether
it’s through partnering, mergers and acquisitions, or just by adding more
and different types of products to their lines.
We think that VARs who resist this trend or who otherwise aren’t
able to step up and provide such solutions simply won’t remain competitive, or at least not nearly as competitive as they have been. The reason
is simple: In certain markets we are witnessing a partial yet fundamental
shift away from traditional commercial-grade devices to consumergrade, mobile “screens”—smartphones, tablets and phablets—all of
which have become increasingly more robust and well-suited to the
rigors of commercial use.
Since VARs aren’t selling the idevices themselves, they will have to
increase the quantity and depth of offerings in their peripheral stacks,
including both hardware and software. We also see mobility as a driver
for VARs to become fully invested in social media, which has opened the
door to an entire universe of new products and services. VARs are now
able to build comprehensive social media programs that let them both
communicate with their customers as well as receive valuable feedback
in return. Furthermore, as mobility and social media rapidly move into
the retail space, VARs should take advantage of this opportunity to
offer retailers new, more effective ways of interacting with consumers
to a degree never before possible. The real winners among VARs will
be those who forge new alliances with software developers and others
to create their own unique, mobility-based offerings—ones that their
competitors won’t easily be able to duplicate.

Digital Dining

Andre Nataf
Senior Business Development Manager
www.DigitalDining.com

We are now officially in a time where technology
is moving at the speed or light. In fact, it is moving so fast that we see
many products backed by millions of dollars that never make it to
market because they are outdated before they are fully developed. I
was told the other day that a leader in the laptop space said that they
go to market with new products believing that their market advantage
will last only six weeks. A must in the POS world today is giving your
channel real differentiators they can sell and make residual income with.
The POS channel is ever quickly evolving and those that are able
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to change and adapt are thriving. It is not only the big “mega” dealers
but also those smaller geographically localized groups that have educated and specialized themselves in a specific vertical and also in the
technology that their clients are currently seeking. Since the technology is always changing and evolving, this is not for the faint of heart.
The key is partnering with product manufacturers and ISVs that can
guide them, support them and give them tools to provide consultative
value with. Today’s customer knows how to connect a landed network
and load some software. They are no longer willing to pay for that
but they will pay for experts and consultants that can bring expertise
and professionalism that leads to better controls, marketing, customer
satisfaction and revenue growth. The smarter planet is getting smarter
all the time, are you?

eGuard Technology Services
Khaled Farhang
Founder and CEO
www.eguardtech.com

In both the healthcare and IT worlds, there always
seems to be a current and pressing issue that dominates. With healthcare, the most recent discussion topic is of course The
Affordable Care Act, which has been nicknamed “Obama Care.” In the
IT world, there always is discussion of the most recent hacking scheme
and/or virus, which currently, as of this writing, is “CryptoLocker,” a
Trojan horse malware virus targeting computers running Microsoft
Windows. While these items might be the current topics of the day, there
seems to be constant regarding overarching themes within healthcare
and IT—compliance and security.
Security (and we can also lump backup and disaster recovery into
this category) is always something that should be top of mind, especially
for SMBs. For instance, take the recent natural disasters we have experienced in the last year, such as Hurricane Sandy in the Northeast and
the flooding in Colorado. How many SMBs that were affected by these,
and other natural disasters, had some type of security/compliance and
backup plan in place? The numbers are less than you might think. That
is why as MSPs and trusted advisers to our SMB clients, it is not only
our job, but our duty, to ensure that we are educating and informing
our clients on the specific types of services and technologies that are out
there when it comes to taking the appropriate security and compliance
measures for their respective businesses and assets.
It is also our responsibility to provide as much information and
options as needed for our clients to have a business continuity plan
in place. Backup and restore of a system is one thing, but in order for
our clients to succeed, we must provide a higher level of backup and
restore. The solution much encompass a means to run their business
if a disaster occurs.
To get a bit more granular on the issue of compliance, let’s discuss
HIPAA. This is an acronym that most of us in the SMB world are
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familiar with, however, do most of us know what it really means and
what the repercussions are if our clients are not up to date and within
compliance? In fact, did you know that new HIPAA regulations were
established as of September 23, 2013? Federal law now states that all
companies (SMBs included) that create, receive, maintain or transmit
protected health information on behalf of a covered entity are now
considered what is known as a “Business Associate.” I believe compliance is one of those areas that we must become more of an expert
on and self-educate so that we can better-serve our clients. There is
a higher level of complexity integrated within our clients’ networks,
servers and software and we have to provide solutions that protect our
clients’ interests.
As MSPs, we need to, as a collective group, ensure that our SMB
clients are not only meeting, but exceeding these security and compliance measures, which seem to change frequently. With that being said,
it is our job, not just as technology professionals, but also as service
providers, to ensure that our clients are kept abreast of these regulatory
measures so that they can continue to focus on their business operations.

Elo Touch Solutions

John Nicewick
VP Marketing, Retail Industry
www.elotouch.com

2014 is the year that retail re-invents the shopper
experience to be information-rich and highly interactive. This new
shopping experience provides in-store shoppers and associates with
real-time access to information, reversing the trend that encouraged
the migration towards online research and purchases. The technology
infrastructure that creates these interactive brand experiences must be
secure, affordable, fast and easy. The end goal is to ensure shoppers and
associates are connected and informed whenever and wherever the buying decision happens. Retailers are aligning with buyer emotions, rather
than simply overloading shoppers with new promotions.
Store technology investments are improving the shopping experience and providing interactive tools to research purchases in-store at the
point of decision. “Magic Mirrors” enabled with life-size touchscreens
can leverage simple and personalized digital content—supercharging
the shopper with complementary accessory suggestions, online comparison tools, real-time customer reviews, endless-aisle choices and selfserve convenience. Customer checkout occurs at the point of decision
with ruggedized tablets designed to withstand the rigors of the retail
environment and integrate with the management and security tools
already supported by the IT organization. The in-store associate with
a retail-ready tablet can access the latest product reviews with real time
price matching and other customer-service improvement tools designed
to convert more shoppers into buyers.
Point of sale converges with new payment methods and cloud-based
functionality. Interactive shopping experiences are everywhere as digital
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signage software and wireless connectivity enables point-of-information
touchscreens in every aisle. Smaller store footprints are facilitated
through interactive kiosks, remote product specialists, and same-day
delivery methods. Shopping location choices expand while wringing
more business out of every square foot of floor space.
None of this is possible without the value-added reseller who delivers
the responsive and informed personnel to help retailers architect and
integrate hardware, software, services, financing and logistics to turn
interactive touch technology into competitive advantage and business
results. VARs realize retailers’ vision and accomplish integration of
merchandising, pricing and distribution systems that enable stores to
be distribution centers and websites to be the consolidated view of all
the stores. Loyalty is built when the VAR enables the retailer to improve
the shopper experience through the use of interactive touchscreens.

Epson

Gregg Brunnick
Director of Marketing, Business Systems
Division
pos.epson.com

Consumers are in the driver’s seat like never before, and expectations
are sky high for consistently exceptional shopping experiences across
all channels. These expectations will be driving many IT purchase decisions in 2014. Retailers are looking for technologies that help stores become smarter, more mobile and more connected in ways that enhance
and differentiate in-store experiences to keep shoppers coming back.
According to recent research from IHL Group, the worldwide mobile
POS market is now $5.7 billion, representing the single fastest moving
trend in retail since widespread adoption of the Internet. Most retailers
are looking for solutions that map to a mobile strategy, yet many are
overwhelmed by the options. Working with vendor partners, VARs can
offer mobile POS solutions that address a range of retailer needs and
recommend solutions that complement big-picture mobile strategies.
For example, there are more options for innovative POS printers
than ever before. Flexible connectivity options, such as wireless, allow
retailers to customize how, when, and where receipts are printed in the
store without changing application code. The most advanced smart
printers can act as standalone POS systems, fitting virtually anywhere,
with enough power to run sophisticated applications and enough USB
ports to connect multiple peripherals. Since today’s stores require more
than a one-size-fits-all approach, flexible and intelligent, configurations
are essential for helping retailers customize systems, differentiate themselves and personalize the shopping experience.
Another rapidly growing trend is the tsunami of e-commerce
spending. Forrester forecasts that by 2014, e-retail sales will total $249
billion. Shoppers are buying more online, and showrooming is a
growing concern for brick-and-mortar retailers. Consider a study by
Google that found that, even if shoppers aren’t showrooming, 85% of
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them are using smartphones while shopping in a store, 63% are using
search engines to locate promotional offers, and 44% indicated that
their smartphones save them money. These numbers reveal significant
opportunity for brick-and-mortar retailers to gain market share, and a
substantial risk to lose it.
Personalization is one way some retailers are offsetting the e-commerce threat. Offering loyalty programs can personalize offers based
on shopper behavior with the help of analytics. A recent survey from
MyBuys indicated that a record 40% of respondents said that they buy
more from retailers who personalize the shopping experience across
channels. In another survey by Syngera, 3 in 4 shoppers revealed that
they would rather receive personalized coupons than generic, and
62% would find the checkout process more enjoyable if they received
personalized coupons based on their preferences.
Retailers are paying attention to the power of personalization. Sophisticated analytics solutions used to be available only to large retailers
who could make the hefty investment in new or upgraded software.
With the industry’s latest platform-independent intelligent printers,
any retailer can add cloud-based applications like analytics, couponing and loyalty programs to their existing or legacy systems—without
breaking the bank.
At the end of the day, there are a plethora of POS solutions that can
help retailers stay ahead of the curve. It’s up to VARs to educate their
customers on how the industry’s most innovative solutions help them
compete and stay relevant. VARs who take a more consultative approach
to selling today’s complex solutions will ultimately come out on top.

Exigent Technologies
Dan Haurey
President
www.exigent.net

In 2014, the honeymoon will be over for many of
the big cloud players who enticed the needy SMB market with rock bottom pricing, dumbed down technology and lackluster customer service.
And rising from that “churn and burn” mentality, will be a disgruntled,
distrusting and at times desperate business owner who needs the help of
a qualified channel partner who can swoop in and grab the rebound.
But here’s the rub… How does that SMB find you? One word:
marketing. The land grab for new business in 2014 will be fiercely
competitive and there will be a demand for channel partners to get out
of their comfort zone and begin to market their expertise and demonstrate success. And by marketing, I am not talking word of mouth. Yes,
referrals are great, but in order to be seen and heard as go-to-IT advisors for SMB, channel partners must invest in marketing, get involved
in the marketplace and beat a consistent message that is all their own.
The last thing you want to do in this new era of professional IT
services is hang out a “me too” shingle. Today’s SMBs are far savvier
on what’s available to them, and in many cases know exactly what they
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want to accomplish. They just don’t know how to make IT work for
them. And that’s where the IT channel comes into play. But don’t forget,
many of these SMBs have been burned by the big vendors so there
will be increasing pressure on us to earn their trust and their business.
It’s a perfect storm of opportunity in 2014, and channel partners
who are ready for the downpour will benefit in a big and profitable way.
Cloud computing is the best thing that’s ever happened to my business
and taking the time to size up our value proposition, uncover our niches
and market our services has paid off in spades. I’ve always believed that
you have to work hard and smart to win big, and recognize opportunity
before it comes knocking down your door.
In 2014, SMBs will seek out the help of IT professionals who understand emerging technologies such as cloud, mobile and virtualization.
But technology expertise won’t be enough. Channel partners must also
know how to make the business case for IT investments, come to the
table with a differentiated value proposition and simply kill it when it
comes to delivering exceptional customer service.
It’s a tall order, but to standout in 2014, channel partners have got to
market above the madness and differentiate themselves with a unique
and clear value proposition to be successful.

First Data

OB Rawls
Senior Vice President and General Manager,
National & ISO Portfolio
www.firstdata.com

In recent years, innovations in technology have allowed merchants to
explore alternative payment platforms that provide additional value and
benefits to their business and customers. Looking to the future, VARs
should continue to move forward by embracing new ideas and products
presented by payment processing companies. Choosing an innovative
partner can help elevate their businesses, maintain relationships with
current customers and satisfy the needs of new customers using nextgeneration technologies they find relevant.
We hear from merchants every day, especially small businesses, that
they want easy-to-use but comprehensive systems that provide multiple
business tools with one solution. VARs considering how to increase their
value to merchants should partner with a payment provider that can
deliver reliable and easy-to-use POS and business management solutions. New systems are now available that not only complete transactions but act as a central hub for business activity including inventory,
time management and customer relationship management.
As mobile technology and applications continue to captivate the
consumer, they will also continue to take a prominent role in the payment space. In 2014, smart VARs should look for a strong partner
that will help them meet the growing demands of customers’ mobile
capabilities. As a first step, VARs should encourage merchants to update
their payment tools with mobile capabilities in order to take advantage
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of solutions, such as contactless payments and mobile wallets. Once a
merchant can accept a mobile payment, they should consider adding
mobile offers and coupons to their platform to stay at the top of the
consumer’s mind on the channels they most often visit.
With every new technology brought to market, fraud and security
are always a concern. Alternative payment options bring a more connected experience to customers but also new ways for criminals to
potentially steal sensitive cardholder payment data. As these new threats
surface, the payment industry continues to develop fraud and security
enhancements to ensure the safety of merchants and customers alike.
VARs partnering with companies that have a strong understanding of
chip-based technologies, like EMV, can protect card-present transactions for both physical cards and mobile wallets.
The merchants that have the best customer relationships are those
that offer a full suite of payment options to suit their customers’ individual needs. VARs that understand the business of their merchants
should look to innovative partners that can provide them with specific
and customized payment processing.

Focus POS

Mike Hamm
COO
www.focuspos.com

In 2013, interest in mobile solutions for the restaurant industry was on the rise. This increased curiosity was not a shocker
to most of us in the industry. However, with ever-growing pressure to
“do it faster” and “make more money,” it would be natural to think that
the most significant growth will come in the form of more efficient mobile ordering systems for wait staff. Although consumer-facing mobile
ordering and mobile payment solutions are becoming more advanced,
it will take a while before they gain widespread acceptance. That being
said, I think much-needed efficiencies and profitability will start with
better business practices behind the scenes. For example, mobile access
to key metric data to help run operations more effectively, such as alerts
for theft prevention and sales reporting, is crucial. When restaurant
owners can access critical business data from their smartphones or
tablets while they are not physically present, they can monitor operations without missing a beat.
For a reseller to succeed and grow in the future, they will need to
become a full solution provider, meaning the days of making a living
off of POS system sales are numbered. Resellers need to diversify their
offerings from solely POS to digital signage, menu boards, video surveillance, merchant processing services, mobile solutions, etc. It will be an
absolute must for VARS to provide deeper value, knowledge and service
level to restaurateurs on all of their technology needs.
Bottom line: Service is the key to the kingdom. Face it; all POS
systems do relatively the same thing. The reseller that shifts their business model to offer the end user a higher level of service, more value
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for their money spent and solutions that make their life easier and more
profitable will be the ones that succeed.

FuturePOS

John Giles
President
www.futurepos.com

I believe that mobile POS, as well as BYOD (bring
your own device) POS, will continue to gain ground, in spite of the low
quality of the current software offerings in this segment. The fact of the
matter is, you don’t need a Pentium i7 to calculate sales tax. Devices
like the iPad have plenty of horsepower to run basic and even more
advanced POS capabilities. These tablet devices are literally 20 times
faster than the original Windows PCs, and are absolutely powerful
enough to run a very robust point of sale front end.
Unfortunately for the iPad crowd, it only comes in three flavors,
and none are truly ideal for POS, possibly with the exception of the
iPad Mini. Android, on the other hand, has many different form factors
that fit a greater variety of needs, and although peripherals can be a
challenge (namely the MSR), so many hardware vendors are starting
to offer an Android-based hardware platform that the winner between
iOS and Android is becoming pretty obvious. Android will win the
tablet POS war, simply because they give away an OS that can run on
a greater variety of hardware platforms.
It might show my age, but this is déjà vu where Apple is concerned.
When the PC and the Mac came out, IBM published all their specs
and encouraged third parties to create hardware and software to work
with the PC. Apple decided they would not let in any third parties,
and forced you to buy every peripheral from Apple—even printers.
The result was a 98% market share for the PC, and the Mac dropping
into computing obscurity. For the record, the Mac was absolutely the
more sophisticated platform. It was the decision to lock out third-party
creativity that ultimately was its undoing.
So the only thing holding back the “app POS” segment is the flyby-night companies that are giving the platform a bad name—systems
that can’t transfer a check or can only support one tax rate; and systems
that double charge customer’s credit cards, then blame the MSR manufacturer as if the MSR could somehow send a credit card transaction
twice. This will all change as POS software companies with more than
three years of experience start to develop for these platforms. When
the industry veterans finally do tablet POS, it’ll be done right, and the
pretenders will be pushed out by the legitimate POS software companies. That’s still going to take several years to play out, but it’s the logical
conclusion to this market shift.

Handheld

Jerker Hellström
CEO
www.handheld-us.com

I see three big trends in the coming year.
1. Ruggedish smartphones are a global trend and traditional rugged
computer makers are best equipped to supply truly rugged smartphones
and tablets. The cracked display is a common sight these days. Due to
consumer demand, the large cellphone and computer manufacturers
are increasingly launching smartphones and other mobile devices that
are rugged, or rather “ruggedish”—more durable but not truly rugged.
This trend will continue, but although the mass market devices will
be more durable (more water and dust resistant) they will not be truly
rugged (not shock resistant nor able to handle extreme temperatures).
The traditional rugged computer makers will still be best positioned
to supply professional field workers—and anyone who wants a really
rugged device—with mobile computers and smartphones due to their
competence and experience of manufacturing rugged mobile computers, their comprehensive service and support plans, and their focus on
life cycle management.
2. Powerful means durable. The definition of a “powerful computer” will shift from having significant processing power to having
power over the elements that they need to operate in. Computers and
smartphones are increasingly mobile, are used in different places and
exposed to different elements. For instance, a smartphone is taken out
of a pocket every six minutes. This means more frequent exposure
to the elements. So there will be a higher demand for environmental
specifications rather than technical specifications.
3. Continued uncertainty over operating systems. Although the
industry is increasingly supporting Android for future PDA devices,
the uncertainty will remain over which operating systems will provide
the best combination of enterprise and personal computing. Microsoft
Windows Mobile or Windows Embedded used to be the one, but now
it can be Android or iOS as well. Google now owns Motorola’s mobile
device entity and Microsoft owns Nokia, while Apple has all the time
been both about operating system and hardware—so none of the corporations that develop the major operating systems are uncommitted or
impartial. This is a perfect scenario for ongoing changes and disruption.

Harbortouch

Jared Isaacman
CEO
www.harbortouch.com

Hardware and software “as a service” has become
a growing trend within the POS reseller industry. Traditionally, up-front
revenue from equipment sales has represented the primary source of
income for most POS dealers. This business model has resulted in high
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uncertainty. It puts tremendous pressure on dealers to sell a certain
number of systems each month in order to maintain their profitability.
Many resellers offer service contracts to supplement these one-time
equipment sales and to provide more stability to their business’ cash
flows. However, the high cost of equipment often makes it difficult to
shift to a true “as a service” model.
Many resellers have leveraged free equipment programs offered by
payment processing companies to make this transition since it allows them
to reduce their up-front costs. While credit card processing in general
emphasizes long-term relationships over one-time equipment sales, free
equipment programs go a step further. They allow the reseller to shift
from simply a provider of hardware to a long-term partner and trusted
consultant. By offering equipment at little or no cost and then establishing
a service agreement with the merchant, you can effectively ensure that
you will have a long-term customer. The recurring revenue offered by
payment processing residuals and monthly service fees also stabilizes cash
flow, reduces uncertainty and minimizes fluctuations in monthly revenue.
With the rise of tablet-based POS systems and other payment technologies, which are being distributed outside of the traditional channels, it is an especially uncertain time for our industry. The best way to
protect yourself against disruption in this unpredictable environment
is to embrace solutions that offer long-term stability. The “as a service”
business model does just that.
One of the inherent benefits of a POS system is that it becomes
central to the merchant’s operations. This has always provided a sense
of security for resellers, but with the rise of new technology, that security is waning. Once you establish an “as a service” business model,
you can rest assured that your clients won’t be able to move to a mobile
solution or other new technology on a whim. If they are interested in
a new payment technology, they will come to you for consultation. By
locking in the relationship, you are locking in your future.

Honeywell Scanning & Mobility
Ian Snadden
HSM GM & VP, Americas
www.honeywellaidc.com

In 2014, we will continue to see a major focus
placed on mobility, as enterprise customers look for new ways to improve
operational efficiencies, increase employee productivity and ultimately
redefine the customer experience. Equipping the workforce with the right
solution to get the job done will be more important than ever before.
So, how do we see the channel changing to meet intensifying and diversifying end-user needs? Emphasis will be placed on providing value.
It’s no longer only about which hardware selection is the best. It’s
about trusting in a technology partner that not only has a broad portfolio of complimentary solutions to address operational pain points,
but that also has the deep industry knowledge to deliver a total solution
that will impact a company’s bottom line. The technology partners that
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truly understand the challenges and opportunities associated with a
particular vertical market will gain competitive advantage.
We also believe that voice will continue to play a major role in
transforming business operations. Voice-enabled solutions have been
growing in popularity as customers realize the benefits this technology
brings in terms of achieving the greatest levels of ROI. We expect to
see increased demand for voice-centric solutions, especially those that
can provide lower total cost of ownership.
By working with innovative technology solution partners and expanding to a focus on the total solution value rather than on the products themselves, we will deliver a result that not only meets customers’
diverse and changing needs, but still allows the channel to experience
profitable success in 2014.

IBM

Laura Voglino
VP, STG WW Channels & New Routes Transformation
www.ibm.com

As we move into 2014, we expect to see channel partners building on
core competencies, expanding services and shifting away from traditional
business models. Simply put, the next year is going to be all about partners
growing their businesses for higher value opportunities.
Leading resellers have already identified this trend and started to
transform their business model toward that of a managed service provider (MSP) in order to capture more of the market. But, there will be
challenges, such as pricing structure, along this transformation. Many
resellers aren’t accustomed to dealing with new technologies, such as
managing infrastructure, and are now being tasked with the creation or
acquisition of new services as they undertake their journey to becoming
a MSP. Fortunately, companies are developing offerings to help them
overcome these challenges and successfully evolve their businesses.
Big data is also fueling the MSP model. Enterprises are scrambling
to find ways to manage the ever-growing amount of data and are
supplementing their in-house data centers with MSP offerings to better
leverage their expense budgets. The model is slightly different for small
and mid-enterprises that require sophisticated technology but find it
to be outside of their budgets or lack the in-house expertise to manage
it. To overcome this challenge, many enterprises are leveraging IT as
a competitive advantage by moving it to the cloud and acquiring those
capabilities as a service. Existing MSPs are capitalizing on this trend
by offering more integrated services and hybrid cloud services tailored
to that market segment. We’re already seeing this from our MSPs, particularly in the form of increased infrastructure and storage solution
offerings. We expect to see much more of it as the New Year approaches,
especially in the healthcare industry, where clients are increasingly seeking reliable, secure cloud offerings to cut IT costs.
The channel ecosystem will continue to shift in 2014 as we see man-
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aged services become the predominant business model. This change
will certainly bring plenty of opportunities for channel partners to pave
a path toward a place of higher value.

Ingram Micro

Paul Bay
Senior Executive Vice President, President,
North America
www.ingrammicro.com

To earn and maintain a competitive advantage in any industry, you have
to show up differently, stay engaged and execute a plan. Striving to be
the best can’t just be a goal—it has to become a way of doing business. It
must define your company and differentiate you from the competition.
As you continue to build your business in the New Year, keep your
customers’ needs and wants top of mind. Don’t ignore the competition, but certainly don’t fixate on what they are doing. Instead, work to
create a collaborative, high-energy culture that will inspire your team
to deliver exceptional customer service. This will pay off in spades for
your company and help keep the client base happy and healthy.
Other tidbits of advice as you look to grow in 2014: Invest in your
people, celebrate your wins and learn from your losses. Specialize your
services and simplify your sales approach so clients and prospects can
get to yes faster. It definitely takes time to perfect your value pitch, but
it’s a worthy practice and once you’ve nailed it, promote it. Be visible
in your market and ensure your clients and prospects know that you’re
the easy button for all things IT.
Demand for technology and professional IT services will soar in
2014 as more and more businesses seek to benefit from emerging and
advanced technologies such as cloud computing, data center, mobile
and virtualization. Be ready and be proactive. To borrow from the great
National Geographic photographer Dewitt Jones, put yourself—and
your business—in the place of most potential.
I said it last year, and I’ll say it again. Whether you’re a well-established
partner, or an emerging IT solution provider, don’t go at this industry
alone. The business, technology and marketing advantages you stand to
gain from working closer with distribution, the vendors and your peers are
nothing short of game-changing. Partner smart and work hard to nurture
and grow your client relationships in 2014. In doing so, you will become
an indispensable partner that your customers rely on to get business done,
and your value and market differentiation will crystalize.
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Intronis

Rick Faulk
CEO
www.intronis.com

There are two technology categories that MSPs
and VARs must embrace in 2014 to grow faster than the market average
and continue their legacy as a trusted advisor.
The first is cloud services and the second is virtualization. Both
represent viable solutions for SMBs, as well as mid-market companies
and enterprises. And both allow channel partners to deliver exceptional client value and service, while maintaining healthy margins and
establishing long-term recurring revenues using the “IT-as-a-service”
business model. In fact, according to our recent 2013 State of Cloud
Backup study, IT service providers successfully selling business continuity and disaster recovery project business growth nearly twice the
group average.
When I joined Intronis in 2013, I was surprised to learn how many
channel partners just didn’t sell backup and disaster recovery (BDR)
services—physical or virtual—as part of their signature services. But
what was even more surprising was why they didn’t sell it. Many said
they just didn’t know where to begin, and others simply weren’t sure
how to price it or incorporate BDR-as-a-service into their existing
solution mix. But the one thing everyone did seem to agree on was the
need for a BDR solution.
The reality of it all is that data loss happens every day and can come
in all forms, from hardware failure to user error and natural disasters.
Those channel partners who are unable to properly and proactively
protect their clients’ data across a hybrid IT infrastructure are opening
themselves up to increased competition and giving their clients a great
reason to make that switch to another provider.
Data protection has become a deal maker and breaker for channel
partners. The days of simply recommending a client backup their data
with a consumer or commercial BDR service are over. MSPs and VARs
must take on accountability for the performance and protection of their
clients’ IT environment in order to stay relevant. Those who are dealing
in heavily regulated verticals such as healthcare and finance are already
seeing this new reality pan out with the introduction of Business Associate agreements and updated mandates around data storage. Others
are seeing competitors lead with BDR as a differentiator and safeguard
for clients and prospects.
Cloud services and virtualized machines are going mainstream, and
with these increasing virtual assets comes an undeniable need for BDR
solutions, and in particular BDR-as-a-service. The 350 MSPs and VARs
who responded to our State of Cloud Backup study reported that more
than half (54%) of their clients move backup to the cloud for increased
system reliability and improved data protection. In 2014, more and
more companies will realize the importance of business availability
and that without their data, business will stop. Cloud-based BDR will
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become a best practice and take the form of “insurance” that protects
their data and helps ensure business continuity in even the most dire
of circumstances.
The fact is, those MSPs and VARs who are selling cloud BDR solutions are offering a significant business advantage to their customers, but
are also reaping the rewards of one of the IT industry’s most valuable
and profitable cloud services. If you don’t know where to start or aren’t
sure how to incorporate BDR into your existing service, ask a peer, call
your vendor or look to your distributor.

Janam Technologies
Harry B. Lerner
CEO
www.janam.com

Lessons from the BYOD phenomenon have
taught businesses that a successful mobile enterprise cannot be built
with a one-size-fits-all approach. Their IT departments recognize the
importance of matching mobile devices to application, user behavior
and work environments. These companies are now driving the charge
for Device Coexistence (DC).
Different jobs require different tools, and the demand for multivendor solutions, device interoperability and open, non-proprietary
standards has emerged. For the foreseeable future successful mobile
strategies will be built around DC, and those resellers that embrace it
will gain the attention of end users, hardware vendors and ISVs.
Enterprise mobility is fundamentally about data and its use. How,
when, why and where data is captured, reported, consumed and applied
is a huge determinant of competitive advantage and business success.
Semi-rugged, consumer-style devices and smartphone/PDAs are used
primarily to untether workers from PCs. As a business management tool,
these devices make it easy to receive and review data anywhere, anytime.
What is most important to note, however, is that the data—the information used to generate business intelligence—was likely captured by rugged mobile computers on the assembly line, in the warehouse or in the
field, where operations take place and consumer-grade devices fall short.
Proponents of DC understand that the best solution matches product features with business requirements. For workers who primarily
work indoors, in a carpeted, climate-controlled setting and who treat
work-based technology as an extension of their connected life, consumer devices are a perfectly valid option. In contrast, workers at the
point of activity—the point at which primary data is captured—have
dramatically different technology needs. Whether in the warehouse,
out in the field or on the hospital floor, point-of-activity work requires
mobile devices that are purpose-built to accommodate the realities of
work processes and environments.
The line between business and consumer technology is less distinct
than it used to be, paving the way for device coexistence, interoperability
and multi-vendor solutions. While end users may be in the driver’s seat,
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successful resellers and solution providers will increasingly look beyond
BYOD to become expert navigators of DC.

John Convery Consulting

John Convery
Founder & CEO
www.johnconveryconsulting.com

In 2014, vendors, distribution and the channel
will face tremendous opportunities and challenges. If there is one thing
that’s certain in our IT industry, it’s change. 2014 will reflect these
changes—a revolution managing disruptive trends that will change the
way the channel does business forever.
Disruptive trends have surfaced in 2013 that will transform our
industry in 2014. It will be a year of mergers and acquisitions, the
strong will become stronger, the weak will exist, but their future is not
bright. Mobility will lead the way, and is the single largest opportunity
in the IT business. Disruptive trends create opportunities. BYOD (Bring
your own device) will become even more important. Security will be a
major concern for privacy protection. The cloud will mature beyond
the status of “need to know” and will become fully integrated into top
vendor strategic plans and customer solutions. Distribution will assume
an even bigger role in supporting manufacturers with supply chain,
building cloud pods for quick and ease delivery and providing service
and support for the solution provider. Competition will heat up and
driving results will set the standard for those VARs and vendors that
seize the opportunity to leap frog their competition.
Recurring revenue challenges and opportunities, compensation
models focusing on a whole new approach for hiring sales professionals, developing third-party alliances, innovative financial solutions,
transforming the business to offering a full range of cloud solutions to
customers, big data, and the need to assess and analyze information
will drive the social media revolution. The marketing engines will be
the key 2014 shift to be able to better understand the buying habits of
customers and prospects, and target more effective brand awareness
campaigns to drive growth. Everything you do will be marketing led.
If you’re not marketing led, you’re dead.
This year will be the Year of the Chief Marketing Officer. The
CMO and CIO will leverage business technologies to win, serve and
retain customers. A common theme has surfaced in the channel that
solution providers, vendors and analysts all agree on: The importance
of marketing to drive local brand awareness, learn the buying habits
of the consumer, measure results, drive growth and positively impact
profits. Top Industry analysts frequently refer to the importance of the
chief marketing officer as budget decisions shift from IT to marketing.
Tiffani Bova, Gartner research vice president, stresses the importance of leading with marketing to drive brand awareness, sales and
profits. Top channel executives reinforce the need for solution providers
to engage both internal and external expertise of the CMOs as a key
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part of their strategic business planning.
In today’s IT world, with all the competitive challenges solution
providers face, leading with a marketing strategy should be your top
priority. A CMO for Hire, as an outsourced resource, makes sense.
Tapping into experienced marketing executives is cost effective and
allows you to move quickly as you build your marketing strategies at
the speed of light. Time to market is money and in 2014 will become
more important as a competitive advantage.

Lenovo North America
Chris Frey
Channel Chief
www.lenovo.com

The new year will bring exciting new opportunities to the channel. Organizations are shifting away from the BYOD
trend of 2013 to better bridge the gap between security and employee
choice, which will certainly have an effect on the channel. We’ll also
see the Windows XP end of support bring a new set of challenges to
the enterprise and SMB market. Business partners who can navigate
these changes will have the opportunity to unlock new areas of value
and revenue streams.
Moving into 2014, we expect to see a subtle shift from BYOD to
CYOD—choose your own device. Many commercial customer IT
departments are looking to improve IT standardization and increase
company security by deploying a variety of approved device options for
employees. This gives customers’ IT departments the power to finally
take back control in terms of what devices are being used in the corporate environment, and it’s also a significant opportunity for partners.
In the past, IT departments looked to channel partners to purchase
their traditional corporate PCs and IT infrastructures. But this shift to
CYOD brings an added opportunity for partners to sell the devices that
a customer’s employees are asking for. Rather than having employees
go to the retail market to purchase a new device, IT departments will
turn to channel partners to purchase company-approved products.
With CYOD, partners will need to work closely with IT to select products that meet their own internal IT requirements across a number of
spectrums—from security to connectivity to network bandwidth.
In order to truly seize the opportunity to sell more solutions as this
change takes place, channel partners must serve as trusted advisors to
their customers. Partners need to help IT customers properly communicate across their organizations about why a specific product was
chosen and why it’s the best option for their employees and technology
environment. It’s imperative that partners are recommending devices
that will best address a customer’s unique needs, whether it is mobility
or security. If they’re successful in their advisor role, the partners will
certainly see added revenue from the CYOD trend.
As we move further into 2014, we also expect the Windows XP
end of support to open up new opportunities for the channel. Most
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partners will see a boost in sales and revenue through image migration,
disposal, deployment and asset tracking over the six-to-nine month
transition period. However, the best partners will develop practices
around this migration that will allow them to lock themselves in with a
customer for the long term. This will give partners the opportunity to
add value, move up the stack and begin owning more of the customer
environment. The annuity stream then becomes very relevant—and it
all started with the PC.
The channel will continue to shift in 2014, unlocking new opportunities for business partners and helping to make customer organizations
more secure. If partners can fine tune their advisory skills, the CYOD
trend and Windows XP end of support will be key drivers in opening
up new streams of revenue in the new year.

Logicalis US

Gary Gerber
Business Leader for the ISV Vertical Business
Channel
www.us.logicalis.com

You know the old saying that history repeats itself ?
That’s what we see happening among software developers today. Back
in the ‘70s, hospitals and other healthcare providers, for example, were
remotely accessing hosted applications stored and managed by a handful of vendors in their data centers. They didn’t call it “the cloud” back
then, but in essence that’s what it was. Today, the ISV community has
begun re-adopting this software-as-a-service (SaaS) delivery model,
something that is poised to take off in 2014 as a significant movement,
and you’re either on board, or you’re going to be left behind.
There are a number of reasons independent software vendors (ISVs)
would want to adopt a SaaS route to market, not the least of which is
because customers across a variety of vertical markets are demanding
it. IT pros within client organizations have realized there are substantial
cost savings when they purchase and access business-critical applications on a subscription basis. They avoid the up-front cap-ex costs
associated with purchasing—as well as running and maintaining—the
hardware needed to operate these applications on premise, and they
replace that with a more manageable op-ex monthly cost that can scale
with them as their needs change. For the client, time to value is faster
as well since they don’t have to order and install the hardware required
to run the application; the cloud provider has the facilities and architecture and managed services and help desk solutions already in place,
which means neither the end customer nor the ISV needs to become
an expert in these areas.
If you’re a software developer, this all means you can bring your
applications to market faster, and in the cases where you choose to
outsource the hosting of your applications to an established cloud provider, you won’t have to become a data center expert or invest heavily
in infrastructure and management of that architecture. Your time and
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money are free to be dedicated to doing what you do best – developing
software. It also means you can develop an annuity stream by marking
up the cloud provider’s subscription cost.
This concept spans all vertical markets. Financial services was an
early adopter, though healthcare has recently jumped on the bandwagon with vigor. According to industry analysts, more than three quarters
of the healthcare market is currently willing to adopt cloud services, so
that means if you’re serving that market, the majority of your target
customers already realize the benefits that you would provide by offering
your applications in a SaaS model. And it’s not just financial services
and healthcare customers—retail and manufacturing customers have
also come to similar conclusions. The way we access and consume
technology today is changing, and if you aren’t ready to change with
it, you’re going to lose business to those that are.

Merchant Warehouse

Russell Harty
SVP, Key Accounts & Partner Channels
merchantwarehouse.com

Over the past six months Merchant Warehouse
conducted a survey of over 550 consumers and merchants on how
mobile devices are changing shopping behaviors. The survey, which was
aimed at a general population of consumers and small business owners
through social media outlets (Facebook, Twitter, LinkedIn and viral
share), revealed some interesting trends. For POS Developers looking
to capitalize on market trends to drive their business this information
is valuable and insightful.
Merchant Findings:
• Merchants see the looming EMV deadline as an opportunity to
upgrade their current payment acceptance devices.
• More than 25% expect to upgrade their POS current device to
include NFC within the next 1-3 years.
• About 33% expect to upgrade their current POS device to
include QR Codes within the next 1 to 3 years.
• An increasing number of customers are asking merchants to
use their phone to make in-store purchases.
• 29.3% of merchants reported customers asked to make in-store
purchases via phone within the last 6 months.
• About 90% of merchants surveyed report varying degrees of
familiarity with mobile payments.
• 82% of merchants see mobile payments as a way to leverage
enhanced customer engagement opportunities.
Consumer Findings:
• Though cash and credit/debit cards still rule retail, 44% of
consumers report making an in-store purchase via mobile device
within the last 6 months (in 2013).
• A chief concern for consumers around mobile payments is
security, as 34.6% listed it as a top priority
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• Another 37.6% of consumers say they would consider paying
via mobile device if they knew it had a security advantage over
their credit/debit card.
• 91.6% of the respondents are smartphone users.
There’s no denying that mobile devices are changing the payment
experience, both for the consumer and the merchant, while at the same
time providing new opportunities for POS developers. The ability to
enhance existing systems and solutions that capitalize on mobile payment
acceptance enables established POS developers to further differentiate
their offerings from competitors and drive future growth. Expanding into
tablet-based POS systems enables developers with the ability to expand
into new markets while providing new options for merchants in terms of
engagement, business management and even mobile commerce.
For new entrants looking to get into the POS market, tablet systems
provide the opportunity to quickly capitalize on these industry trends
and seize market share from traditional players that are restricted by
their legacy systems. This gives new developers a unique competitive
advantage and a quick return on investment over traditional providers.

Mercury Payment Systems
Jim Maloney
Chief Information Security Officer
www.mercurypay.com

Payment processing will continue to see significant
changes in 2014. Mobile payments, tablet devices, self-checkout and
the emergence of “cashless” retailers will continue to be hot trends
among consumers and merchants. But the migration of the U.S. market
to EMV chip technology could affect payments more than the latest
devices and software.
When I was a security executive for a major UK bank and living
in London, I experienced ‘chip and PIN’ credit cards as an issuer
and a consumer. It was a positive experience from both perspectives
with improvements in security, fraud reduction and usability—a rare
combination.
In 2014, the U.S. will face EMV migration challenges that are
unique to our payments ecosystem. There are several areas that will
affect all payments stakeholders, including processors, merchants, investors and consumers. The EMV Migration Forum recently highlighted
the following developments during a recent gathering that will continue
to be discussed into the new year:
• Uncertainty concerning the implementation of U.S. regulations
governing debit will continue to be a concern into 2014. Some are
questioning whether at least two debit routing choices are required for
each card or for each transaction. Both transaction economics and the
technical implementation of EMV for debit will continue to be affected
by this discussion.
• More stakeholders will seek to fully understand how their industry
and businesses will be affected by the migration to EMV in 2014. The
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U.S. has a larger scale than other countries and is expected to accept
several strategies during the migration to EMV based on issuer and
merchant preferences. Organizations like the EMV Migration Forum
will prove to be valuable in educating merchants, issuers, processors
and all involved.
• As more stakeholders become involved in the migration to EMV in
2014, we’ll see more merchants and issuers following the matter more
closely and determining how they must change their current infrastructure to accommodate the implementation. We can expect businesses to
begin changing their models for payments acceptance.
Few doubt the overall benefits of EMV technology—mainly reducing fraud and promoting global interoperability. As we head into the
new year, all involved in the payments channel will take a deeper dive
into executing the currently outlined strategies.

MicroBiz

Kevin Kogler
President & CEO
www.microbiz.com

The VAR channel is missing the boat on the ecommerce opportunity. Retailers worldwide are rapidly moving online
and spending hundreds of millions of dollars annually on e-commerce
software and IT services to get there. Just look at the statistics:
• 84% of large retailers operate websites in addition to physical stores
• U.S. e-commerce sales are expected to increase 13% to $262 billion this year.
• E-commerce sales are projected to increase from 8% of total U.S.
retail sales in 2012 to 10% in 2017.
• 60% of U.S. consumers research goods online before making
purchases in stores.
How large is the e-commerce opportunity for retail-focused VARs?
The simple answer is HUGE. The cost to launch a new e-commerce
website can be multiple times the cost of a new point of sale system
deployment. Plus, the ongoing investment in e-commerce dwarfs
recurring spends on POS systems. For example, the cost of a new
e-commerce site for an online retailer with $5.0M to $25.0M of sales
can be $125,000 to $750,000 upfront with ongoing support costs of
$15,000 to $75,000 annually.
Given this opportunity, you would think that retail-focused VARs
would be rushing to build out services for multi-channel retailers.
Unfortunately, that does not appear to be the case. If you attended the
2013 RSPA Retail Now conference, you would have found all sorts of
booths displaying cash drawers, printer supplies and all-in-one computer systems, but no vendors focused on the online retail market. While
‘omnichannel retailing’ was brought up at several seminars, there was
no chatter in the hallways about how to get in front of this opportunity.
Instead, the discussions evolved around the good old days of selling high
margin hardware, with digital signage and offline managed storage
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offerings still considered emerging services.
Here are a few suggestions on how VARs can better capture ecommerce revenue:
Educate Employees: Multi-channel retailers tend to be early
adopters of emerging retail technologies. VARs should educate their
employees on emerging retail technologies such as multi-channel
system design, wireless networks, cloud application integration and
mobile payments.
Expand Product Offerings: To take advantage of the continued growth of e-commerce, VARs need to expand from offering
POS hardware/software and merchant services into growing markets
such as website design and implementation services, and e-commerce
integration services.
Integrate With Popular E-commerce Technologies: Don’t
get caught on an island by vendors that do not easily integrate with
third-party technologies. Be sure to work with modern technologies
that easily integrate with e-commerce platforms and other applications
used by multi-channel retailers.
Partner with Complimentary Businesses: Even if a VAR
chooses not to build out e-commerce offerings, they can still partner
with other e-commerce service providers for joint marketing programs
or exchanges of leads.
Become a Referral or Reseller Partner: Just like credit card
processors offer recurring residuals to recommend merchant services,
many e-commerce software vendors offer similar referral or partner
programs offering a commission or a share of ongoing recurring revenues
for referrals.
While many VARs feel that e-commerce is just too hard to understand, the younger generation of retailers does not feel that way. These
next generation retailers are embracing the multi-channel systems to
expand their market, leverage online advertising and social media, and
capture more data on their customers. Traditional retail VARs need to
be positioned to seize this opportunity.

Motorola Solutions

Juliann Larimer
Vice President, Channels & Sales Operations
www.motorolasolutions.com

At a time when competition is fierce and economic
uncertainty hovers over IT purchasing decisions, manufacturers and their
channel partners must remember one thing: We’re all in this together.
The core of the manufacturer/channel partner relationship is
built on a shared destiny. By collaborating seamlessly to deliver the
solutions that end-users demand, manufacturers and their channel
partners can grow, increase market share and build coveted levels of
customer loyalty. In contrast, the risk of mutual failure is high when
relationships are characterized by poor communication, poor planning
and unpredictability.
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Strategy experts Atlee Valentine Pope and George F. Brown, Jr.
explore the nature of such relationships in the book “CoDestiny: Overcome Your Growth Challenges by Helping Your Customers Overcome
Theirs,” a great resource for anyone in the channel looking to go to
market more effectively. Among other themes, the authors explore the
pillars of solid channel relationships, identifying the characteristics
that channel partners should look for in the manufacturers they team
with—and on the flip side, the priorities that should guide manufacturers as they look to strengthen their channel.
For example, the key to any business relationship is value. Manufacturers need to make sure they are delivering value to their channel.
At the highest level, manufacturers must help channel partners be
more profitable and cut their costs. They also must recognize and
reward channel partners for their commitment to and investment in
the relationship. Just as importantly, they must educate the customer
on the value that the channel brings, helping to lay the foundation for
the channel’s success.
It’s hard to deliver that value without the right business systems, sales
processes and technologies in place. Channel partners have numerous
companies vying for their attention, which means in 2014, I expect to
see more manufacturers make strides in becoming easier to do business
with. But that’s not enough. It’s critical for manufacturers to be innovative about how they go to market. That means bringing a fresh perspective to channel interactions and rethinking the infrastructure behind
channel relationships. It also means arming the channel with highly
innovative products that enable them to win against the competition.
A final key to successful channel relationships is planning. It’s fundamental, but often overlooked. Manufacturers and their channel
partners must understand their respective roles in serving customers.
An effective plan outlines responsibilities and how the organizations
will collaborate—and then goes a step further by detailing how to most
effectively enable the channel to meet core objectives—whether that
means training, new types of sales tools or more focused marketing
support. Even more important is planning that helps channel partners
evolve to better respond to market needs—such as moving from the
sale of products to the sale of integrated solutions—which in turn helps
them differentiate their offerings in the marketplace.
The ultimate challenge is the pace of change in the business environment. As the market changes in 2014, so too must the relationship
between manufacturers and the channel. Processes that once were
effective may need re-tuning. Customer expectations change. New
products require different approaches to collaboration. In response,
manufacturers and channel partners must be nimble, flexible—and
willing to work together to take charge of their shared destiny.
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N-able by SolarWinds
JP Jauvin
General Manager
www.n-able.com

In 2014, cloud will no longer be a choice or even
a next-step for managed service providers (MSPs). In fact, it’s already
made its way to center stage and it’s clearly become a movement that
every MSP needs to embrace — or risk losing their customers, or even
their business. To help kick start the New Year, here are four ways that
MSPs can win in the new cloud economy in the year ahead:
Automate: Remote monitoring and management (RMM) is gaining ground as a critical MSP automation tool, and an MSP’s ability
to leverage automation could make or break their success with cloud
in 2014. That’s because it’s becoming clear that simplicity is the great
cloud myth. Even though cloud providers have portrayed softwareas-a-service (SaaS) as the “holy grail” of computing, anyone who has
ventured into the world of cloud—including the most popular cloud
products on the market—has learned that there’s a lot more to it than
logging in and sharing files. Managing passwords, creating drag-anddrop workflow designs, supporting users and dealing with a growing
number of administrative functions is just the tip of the iceberg. Most
small-to-midsize businesses (SMBs) need help with everything from
cloud adoption, to compliance, scalability and the day-to-day complexities of IT maintenance. The task is beginning to look overwhelming
and the time is right for MSPs to step in and help SMBs make sense
out of the chaos through automation and other means. Using your
RMM toolset, you’ll not only be able to automate and streamline
cloud-related tasks for your clients, but also detect hardware failures
and resolve permissions challenges, DNS cache errors, e-mail latency,
connectivity issues and more.
Embrace Customer Choice: Every MSP wants to deliver hybrid cloud in his or her own data center, and why not? That’s the perfect
scenario. But when it comes right down to it, the public cloud is where
the pricing leverage exists, and your customers have educated themselves about that truth and they won’t budge unless you can provide
a clear reason. So it’s time to face reality. MSPs can’t pick and choose
between public, private or hybrid options. You have to deliver what’s
best for your customers—not what best fits your business.
Make Your Move to Mobile: Cloud stands to have a dramatic
impact on the way you do business. The new cloud economy means
your role will move away from server management, because big data
center powerhouses are taking over that responsibility, and focus instead
on managing the end user’s ability to compute with ease and simplicity. Your business will evolve to become more about mobile devices,
from tablets and smartphones to PCs and more, as servers become less
critical to both you and your customers. The number of these devices
in the market will multiply in the year ahead, which will create greater
demand for cloud and MSP automation services aimed at helping to
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manage them and make them available 24/7, and that’s where MSPs
will come in with RMM capabilities and more.
Cloud Adoption: Keep Calm and Carry On: It’s no secret that
customers adopt new technology at different stages, resulting in clients
that exist at both ends of the cloud spectrum. That’s why it’s important
for you to be ready to serve those who are cloud holdouts and those who
have already made it the foundation of their business. Best practice:
Always evaluate your customer’s cloud understanding out the gate and
plan your approach accordingly.
As cloud continues to change the game for MSPs, it’s common
knowledge that not many businesses can compete with the likes of
Amazon, Google, Microsoft and other cloud heavyweights. For MSPs
however, the future looks bright. Your role in the new cloud economy
lies in serving as a trusted advisor, and the MSP’s value—like always—comes out of helping your customers make smart business and
technology decisions and guiding them through the IT changes that
impact their business.

New Haven Cash Register
Company (NHCR)
Arthur Rosenbaum
President
www.nhcrct.com

From the perspective of an independent VAR, I guess I would say that
the biggest change that I continue to see in 2014 is the amalgamation
of the payment ecosystem due to disruptive technologies and new
business models.
We all know that hardware pricing has reached commodity levels
and that smartphone and tablet usage will become ubiquitous. This has
led to a blurring of the lines between traditional POS resellers, direct,
cloud-based resellers and credit card processors. Everyone is after the
holy grail of recurring monthly revenue streams to combat razor thin
hardware margins and customer erosion. What we’re now seeing is a
dramatic increase in the number of payment processors offering lowcost hardware, Internet-based “free” POS system offerings, direct-sale
tablet application providers and an influx of ISOs and agents now
turned resellers. In other words, a new generation of “hybrid” players
all going after the same piece of the proverbial POS pie.
To be and remain competitive in the coming year, I think it’s vitally
important that traditional VARs start differentiating themselves and
adapt to this new paradigm. As opposed to the traditional POS VAR
model of years ago when we sold hardware in a break-fix model, software and, if lucky, some maintenance and service support—today we
need to go further and be more proactive. We need to offer solutions
that include a recurring revenue component to maintain stickiness, cash
flow and customer loyalty.
Recurring-revenue generators, such as credit card processing and
gift card programs, rentals and system-as-a-service model offerings will
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be critical to the success of the independent VAR in 2014. No longer
will it be enough just to sell hardware and software. We need to think
outside the box and offer things like advanced mobile and BYOD applications, PCI-related services, customer targeting programs and social
media integration as potential differentiators. However, most importantly, we need to monetize our traditional VAR role as a trusted advisor,
bringing our customers specifically-tailored consultative services and
solutions to their specific application requirements.
No one doubts that the next year will be more complicated
and challenging in terms of maintaining customer loyalty The assimilation of previous separate players in the payment ecosystem now all
offering the same, complete solution is blurring the lines of distinction to
the point where the consumer now has a variety of “one-stop” solution
alternatives, even if it’s not the right solution for their particular application. In this new environment, we continue to believe that expertise,
service and support will be key differentiators—separating the VAR
from other members of the payment ecosystem and allowing it thrive
and flourish in this brave new world.

New West Technologies
Dan King
President
www.newestech.com

While much of life today can be managed from a
smartphone, there is still a large amount of work done by the heavy back
end infrastructure of legacy business software. While your company may
have had the same business system in place for many years and it’s still
running strong, you perceive that the future is coming fast and will require
flexibility. You need access anywhere, from devices like your smartphone
or tablet. The image of working from a scenic beach is enticing, and
though it may not be possible for you now, there is a great opportunity to
be grasped and expectations waiting to be met.
Legacy systems were designed before mobility. While this infrastructure can handle transactions and provide business intelligence, they
rarely meet the expectation of access anywhere, which we now expect
in a world ever-moving toward mobile applications. There needs to be
a move toward hybrid systems where centralized legacy systems can
serve mobile apps designed for real business.
Until now, what we have seen are quasi-business apps that don’t
have the ability to realistically scale. Networks can now provide real
bandwidth and devices have desktop-like capabilities. The business
world is ready for real business apps in the mobile arena.
By taking enterprise applications to cloud and mobile platforms,
combining the app experience with the robust backend legacy systems
currently in place, team members become empowered and enabled to
work more efficiently than ever before. This combination is the next
gigantic opportunity for business large and small.
Adapting new technologies to harmonize with existing production
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systems can change the modern business world. Bringing deeper level
business apps to new smarter platforms such as cell phones and tablets,
we have the ability to create solutions that promise to make the workflow more mobile and collaborative, thus more expansive and efficient.
These future apps will be as robust in meeting regulatory standards and
auditing requirements as the existing legacy systems to today.
With all ingredients now present: high speed wireless networks, ultra
capable smart devices with subsidized price points and the emotional
desire for convergence, our task is to create the software recipes. Our
devices can accommodate large databases and our networks are capable
of transporting data consistently, so we must now push our software
forward and change the paradigm of business infrastructure toward
the mobile future.

Nitrosell

Jim Morrison
CEO
www.nitrosell.com

The continued growth of e-commerce isn’t really
news. But if you are a VAR who doesn’t offer an e-commerce option for
your retailers, you are doing a serious disservice to your customers. If you
do offer e-commerce options, it’s time you convinced your retailers, who
are still on the fence, to commit to moving forward with e-commerce.
Here’s why: The Department of Commerce shows e-commerce
retail sales in Q2 2013 grew at a 4.9% rate over Q1 2013—and a
whopping 18.9% over Q2 2012. Compare that with a total growth
rate for all of retail in Q2 2013 of less than 5% over the same period
in 2012. It’s easy to see where the real growth in retail is. Perhaps even
more critical from your retailer’s point of view, is a Forrester Research
study that estimates over 50% of all in-store retail purchases will be
influenced by the Internet and e-commerce in 2014. Yes, over half
of all purchases made in your retailer’s brick and mortar store will be
influenced by the web.
Connected customers using desktops and mobile devices are researching their purchases before they come into your retailer’s store.
They want to know if your retailer has the product they are looking
for in stock, in the size and color they are looking for. If your retailer’s
product and availability aren’t visible in online searches, they aren’t
going to make that sale either online or in their store.
How big is the connected consumer market these days? Over 70%
of U.S. households now use the Internet when shopping locally for
product and services. These consumers also act on their research. According to a Google Mobile Movement Study, 88% of people, who
search for a local business on a mobile device, call or go to that business
within 24 hours. Again, if your retailer’s business and their products
aren’t available at the point of need, they are missing out on customers
who are ready to make a purchase decision right now. My retailers can’t
afford that—can yours?
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OKI Data Americas
Jackie Paralis
Sr. Marketing Manager,
Managed Print Services
www.okidata.com

Having survived the Great Recession, the channel— like so many other business segments—has faced a number of
challenges. For those willing to adapt to meet the needs of an evolving
marketplace, there are a number of opportunities for the channel moving into 2014 and beyond.
A recurring theme in today’s fast-paced and competitive marketplace is consolidation and the idea of doing more with less—fewer staff,
fewer vendors and fewer resources, to name a few. “Less” is the new
normal, and those within the channel who adapt their business models
to take greatest advantage of these emerging opportunities will be bestpositioned to succeed, moving forward.
One such opportunity would be to find a vendor partner that embraces and promotes the idea of consolidation and has developed for
resell, a turnkey bundled solution (e.g. network infrastructure, document
security, ECM or managed print solution to name a few) based upon
best-in-breed industry offerings.
By assuming the role of single source provider for all of your customers’ IT, network, print and imaging needs, you can quickly and cost
effectively expand your business model to include a broader and more
fully-integrated range of solutions and services. Your ability to deliver
simple and complete boxed solutions to your small business customers, in
particular, will be a key differentiator for your business. This, as more and
more customers seek to consolidate services under a single vendor, helping
to standardize processes while maximizing overall business efficiencies.
Take a small start-up business for example, where owners/managers
wear multiple hats and handle decision-making across a wide spectrum
of disciplines—oftentimes outside of their core competencies. Such an
example is IT solutions. For a small business, this is not only a considerable investment in terms of expense and technological requirements.
Determining what hardware and services are really needed, how this
can all integrate into a stable and secure network infrastructure, and who
can help you source the best-in-breed hardware, software, services and
support to protect your business and keep it running smoothly can be a
daunting task. Therefore, the ability to deliver fully integrated, turnkey
solutions is rapidly becoming a highly desirable and profitable, consolidated services business model.
A turnkey, network operating center (or “NOC”) can provide big IT
network advantages to small businesses by delivering a complete, economical IT network infrastructure that includes best-in-breed hardware,
software, installation, security and support. This type of boxed solution
can quickly transform the small/medium MSP business model into a
broader-based, services-led profit engine that will help increase customer
penetration, loyalty and longer-term retention.
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Panasonic System
Communications
Company of North America

Bill Brennan
Vice President, Channel Sales
www.panasonic.com/business-solutions

Over the past couple of years, we’ve seen explosive growth in the
adoption of tablets by consumers. However, adoption from enterprise
and government organizations has been more limited due to a lack
of options. Workers need tablets that are right for their unique jobs,
so providing a single mobile device to an entire workforce, especially
one that is not designed for professional use, often ends in disaster. Additionally, OS integration and security requirements have also given
organizations cause for concern. In 2013, the industry started to create
tablet solutions to address these issues and 2014 will see a rapid expansion of enterprise-grade tablet solutions, causing professional adoption
to kick into overdrive.
In 2014, we’ll see tablets of varying sizes, weight, variety of features,
screen resolutions and operating systems, all created to equip workers
with the right tablet to fit their specific application. In regards to operating systems, businesses, with the help of their reseller partners, will need
to decide which is best for them.
For example, Android, with its open source code and permissive
licensing structure, might be ideal for new and small businesses. The
platform makes it relatively easy and inexpensive to develop and deploy
custom applications tailored to an organization’s specific business needs.
These features are valuable for organizations that work in highly specialized fields that may be underserved by mainstream app developers.
For enterprises which already run legacy Windows systems, a tablet
running Windows 8 would be the ideal choice. Such tablets would
seamlessly integrate existing software and hardware, eliminating major
headaches for IT departments. In addition, workers can benefit from
a familiar operating environment.
A Windows 8 tablet is also the ideal choice for enterprises looking
for increased security. All Windows 8 tablets include Secure Boot, which
helps prevent malware from running at startup. Additionally, Microsoft
vets each app included in the Windows Store for quality and safety
before making it available for download.
“One size fits all” is not a phrase that applies to mobile workers. For
example, a field service agent may need a smaller, lighter tablet with
a stylus for signature capture, while a law enforcement officer may be
looking for a larger, mountable device that runs Windows so she can
securely access her department’s records management system. A utility
worker may need serial ports that allow easy access to legacy equipment,
while a waiter would need a tablet with an integrated magnetic stripe
reader to run credit cards right at a customer’s table. Furthermore, an
architect may need a faster processor and an ultra-HD 4K screen to
view blueprints in the field, while a nurse may be looking for an ergo-
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nomic design and the ability to change out the battery to extend a shift.
Regardless of the application, none of the options can compromise
on reliability, usability or security. In 2014, we’ll finally see businesses
and governments equip customers with tablet solutions built for them,
enabling a truly mobile workforce.

ParTech

Mark Bunney
Director Channels & Alliance Partners
www.partech.com

For 2014, the retail and hospitality markets will
continue to see exciting changes with the continued evolution of mobile
and loyalty usage, and new business models for customers and partners.
These opportunities enable retailers and partners to evolve their business and develop more intimate and valued customer experiences.
From a mobile and loyalty perspective, retailers and the market are
“crossing the chasm” (Geoffrey Moore) with these technologies and
requiring a defined return on investment for a successful implementation. This evolution is moving past a retailer implementing a mobile
solution based on the look and feel to how it will improve the customer
experience or the efficiency of their business. Ease of use is still a critical
attribute in order for retailers to take full advantage of any new solution.
Using a tablet for mobile ordering or improving food safety within a
retailer’s environment could have a positive business impact if successfully aligned to the retailer’s operation and how their customers want
to interact with the retailer. This is a great opportunity for partners to
help educate and consult with retailers in designing the right solutions
that will meet their business and customer requirements.
New business models are also putting partners at the crossroads
on how their business will need to evolve for long-term success. POS
subscription, software-as-a-service (SaaS) or cloud business models are
becoming prevalent in the marketplace. These business models offer
new opportunities for partners and their customers and prospects to
utilize new solutions to help manage their business or better meet the
retailer’s business growth goals. Partners will need to carefully manage
this evolution with their business—considering the upfront costs associated with subscription and SaaS models. Enabling partners to continue
to have a choice between a subscription model and perpetual license
will not only enable an easier transition for partners, but allow customers the opportunity to choose the path that best meets their business
requirements and longer term total cost of ownership. Developing a
plan and strategy to address the right mix between business models will
enable partners to better serve retailers and continue to prosper in 2014.
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pcAmerica

David J. Gosman
CEO
www.pcamerica.com

2013 was the year that POS technology became
hip. For the first time, we saw retailers and restaurants set themselves
apart with sleek-looking tablets on their counters, displaying menu choices
or ringing sales. Mobile wallets, which had previously been slow to catch
on, gained momentum while innovative loyalty solutions also moved into
the spotlight. These new loyalty solutions helped businesses build successful
targeted marketing campaigns via text and e-mail.
In 2014, we can anticipate an expansion of all types of mobility—
mobile payments and mobile POS. Transactions will begin to happen
anywhere in stores and as a result, retailers will begin to experiment with
removing traditional checkouts and counters, freeing up valuable real estate
for larger displays and additional merchandise.
There are also changes on the horizon for dealers as their customers’
preferences evolve. There will be a shift towards recurring revenue models
on software, service and even hardware, because these plans will be sought
after for their flexibility, low maintenance and smaller upfront costs. Several
dealers are finding this model appealing as it helps stabilize their cash flow
through a more predictable revenue model.
Customer service will become more attentive than ever before. We can
expect to see business owners leverage CRM modules and loyalty plans
to track their customer’s purchases and use the data to build a “bigger
picture” of their buying habits, allowing stores to make additional product
recommendations or reward repeat business. Rather than focusing on
larger campaigns or blanket e-mails, stores and restaurants will also use
the data to issue more individual offers to their best customers or to people
who haven’t made a purchase in a few weeks or months.
In 2014, omnichannel retailing will continue to be a formidable opponent
for smaller, brick and mortar-only retailers, which will be pushed to take their
business online to stay competitive. There will be a number of smaller, local
retailers who will realize new opportunities from web stores, allowing them
to attract business from around the world, 24 hours a day, 7 days a week.
Finally, we can anticipate more regional successes on the mobile payments front. ISIS Mobile wallet has been expanding throughout Austin,
Texas and Salt Lake City, Utah. Paydiant gained a foothold in limited
markets in Colorado, Massachusetts, New York and South Carolina.
Several mobile payment and loyalty providers have been gaining traction
in specific regions, by recruiting both businesses to accept new methods of
payment and consumers to use them. Just as notable, many larger chains
have announced or actually started nationwide rollouts of payment and
loyalty accessible through their own apps, which promises several 2014
successes beyond the wildly successful mobile payment platform from
Starbucks. This success will spread in 2014, with more market success
and additional users.
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POS.com

Edward Ip
Founder & CEO
www.pos.com

This year is looking like an even better year than
2013. We know that retail spending is up, unemployment is lower, and
the housing market is recovering steadily. We are going to see the consolidation of a very fragmented market, for several reasons:
• Merchant processors have the capital to enter new businesses that
will expand their portfolio.
• The aging group of POS solution providers are looking for an exit.
• The cloud-based, HaaS and SaaS point of sale trend is putting
additional cash flow pressure on many partners.
• New compliance regulations and sophisticated integrations require
providers to invest in new skillsets.
It’s the perfect storm. Overall, this consolidation will push partners to leverage and pool capital resources, skillsets and minimize redundant expenses.
Mergers and Acquisitions used to mean expensive systems and
infrastructure to centralize back office, customer support and sales.
That limited the M&A activities to the major players of our industry.
Technology has really simplified what used to be a complex integration
of consolidating CRMs, accounting, phones, e-mails and remote support. Today, as partners, we have an abundance of cloud-hosted tools
like Connectwise, Salesforce CRM, virtual-hosted PBX and RMM that
allow us to centralize operation.

Retail Solutions Providers
Association
President & CEO
www.gorspa.org

By now you have heard that the world of retail
technology has changed due to the influx of consumer tablets into
traditional POS, everything mobile, cloud-based applications, big data,
the convergence of in-store merchandising and operations, social media
marketing, mobile payments, the EMV mandate, the SaaS business
model and the generational transition in the reseller community. If you
attend RSPA’s RetailNOW show or one of the large industry events
you are surrounded by products that provide technology to address
the needs of the entire enterprise—from supplier to the hands of the
shopper, not just the front of the house.
All of these new technologies spell opportunity for the providers of
retail technology and services. The National Restaurant Association’s
recent technology survey of restaurateurs stated that:
• 73% believe investing in technology makes operations more
profitable
• 77% think technology creates new business opportunities for their
restaurants
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• Only 51% believe technology is highly integrated into the restaurant business
Many merchants understand that, today, technology is needed
to compete. New technologies help merchants attract and maintain
customers, and provide multiple sales channels (e.g., omnichannel
sales). Recently, a sandwich shop owner told me he needs technology
to compete—that his competition no longer stands at his doorway to
hand out fliers for their shop. Today, customers can be attracted with
the click of a mouse using social media—Facebook, Twitter, Yelp and
more—to target customers.
All of these technologies can be confusing to those of us in the retail
technology business—and most likely confusing to the majority of the
merchant population. Many merchants know they need technology for
their businesses but they need outside expertise to identify and bring
the technology solution to their enterprise. And today, retail technology
solutions providers have the opportunity to market a broad spectrum of
products in addition to the front-of-house POS to address the needs of
the entire enterprise. Simply selling front-of-house POS products will
not compete in today’s market.
2014 is the “Year of the Trusted Advisor” who is a true solutions
provider. Merchants no longer want or need a sales person to visit. Most
merchants understand that they need technology and need a trusted
advisor that understands the vertical market, their business enterprise,
retail technology, initial and ongoing services needed, and how to put
all the pieces together in a technology solution that benefits their businesses. There are many sources of information available to you in our
marketplace. Take advantage of the information and ideas provided
by RSPA’s education and events, your suppliers of products/service, industry publications, whitepapers and of course your peers. As we begin
2014, ask yourself if you are really a solutions provider and be aware of
the changes in the market, get educated on the products, markets and
business needs and, most importantly, fully engage with the customer
as their trusted advisor and a solutions provider.

Retriever Communications
Mary Brittain-White
CEO
retrievercommunications.com

Mobility remains in the top three priorities for
CIOs and for line of business managers. However, it is misleading to
see mobility as a single market when it has at least three distinct pieces:
B2C demands a strong marketing flare and app engagement analysis, but in general is a simple transaction. There are some exceptions,
like mobile banking, that demand security and an iron clad transaction
guarantee, but these are in the minority. Most B2C apps are being outsourced to small creative programming shops by marketing agencies.
The spend of the chief marketing officer on technology is a growing
trend and will not abate in 2014.
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B2E for apps of record or back office administrative functions, like
expense claims or travel requests, is often where mobility conversations with CIOs start, but these initiatives give no benefit to the bottom
line. As the U.S. economy slowly recovers in 2014, the stress will be on
initiatives that make a market difference for the company. Therefore,
2014 priorities will force IT departments to step away from playing in
administration Apps and tackle front of office environments.
B2E in front of office are initiatives like apps for field workers
maintaining assets, sales reps activity management, company quality
inspection and audit teams and corporate transport fleets. These environments demand a robust approach as the workflows are complex
but must deliver simplicity to the end user. So in 2014, business analyst
skills in mapping the workflow of field workers and creating mobile
prototypes for line of business digestion will be the key growth area with
enterprise mobility moving from programmers’ hands to the business.
And what about the IT channel? Historically the growth of mobile
has remained challenging. Standard vendors—IBM, SAP, Oracle and
Microsoft —all talk the talk of mobile but universally have disappointing and only semi-permanent strategies for the B2E arena that their
channel serves. Innovative product is with small vendors—can you
rely on them?
Therefore, my prediction for the IT channel in 2014 is that many
solution providers will get off the fence and choose a vendor for mobility
and it will not be an industry logo company. The channel, as always,
has to own the outcome of customer projects and as a consequence will
choose quality product from a vendor that is committed to a mobile
strategy that makes sense to them.

Revel Systems

Lisa Falzone
CEO and co-founder
revelsystems.com

I see a big shift towards mobile payments in 2014.
In a tech-savvy city like San Francisco, mobile
payments and associated consumer apps are already pretty widespread.
But, even here, they can seem like more of a novelty than a practical
means of payment. For 2014, I envision that mobile payments will
become increasingly popular and increasingly recognized as a practical and secure way to pay. As people grow to rely more and more on
their mobile phones for their day-to-day needs, we will see this reliance
translate to the realm of payments as well. You use your phone for
everything else; why not use it as a mobile wallet?
Mobile payment companies are popping up everywhere, from tried
and true institutions such as PayPal to newer arrivals like Loop. Some
integrate with iOS platforms, some with Android and others with
both. The choice of which platform to implement is not merely left up
to the merchants, but to the consumers as well. Reasonably speaking,
payment apps that are not user-friendly are not going to be used by the
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masses. Similarly, a payment app that isn’t integrated into a merchant’s
point of sale system is not going to be used, either. How then are we to
determine which mobile payment apps will rise above the clutter? Is it
the consumer’s choice, or the merchant’s?
The answer is both. Consumers will choose the app with the best
interface, the most trusted with their data, and the most user-friendly.
Merchants, instead of having to guess which payment app will prove
most successful—and therefore, most widely-used—should implement
a POS system with an open API. A versatile system will ensure that
mobile payment options can be added, without having to upgrade
to a POS system specific to that form of mobile payment. It’s in the
merchant’s best interests to accommodate the mobile payment app
that the consumer wants to use, and one way of doing that is using a
customizable POS solution.
My prediction for 2014 is this: Mobile payments will increase in
popularity and continue to be adopted by consumers, which will lead
to subsequent implementations of agile, versatile POS systems by merchants, so they can meet their consumers’ need for mobile payment.

SaaSMAX

Dina Moskowitz
CEO
www.SaaSMAX.com

2013 was a year of momentum and learning for
solution providers and VARs with regards to SaaS and cloud apps in
their product portfolio. 2014 stands to be an even more exciting year of
transition, SaaS adoption and revenue growth for the channel, as businesses are more readily buying cloud-based solutions.
From our view at SaaSMAX, SaaS solutions are leveling the playing field; SMBs and SMEs have access to enterprise-class capabilities
and innovative new features that provide tremendous cost savings
and value. SaaS solutions across most horizontals and verticals are
continuously adding new functionality that makes legacy software
expensive and obsolete. We predict that 2014 will be an important
year for solution providers to invest in learning more about these
solutions and making strategic recommendations, thereby protecting
their customer relationships.
We’re seeing more SaaS vendors recognizing the value and need for
resellers in their business models. Being a successful solution provider
entails selecting and recommending bundles of SaaS solutions to meet
your customers’ complete needs. It will no doubt result in steady longterm recurring revenue streams. As mentioned in our 2013 message,
we are seeing SaaS and cloud app vendors offer reseller commissions
that range from 10% to 40% for the life of a recurring revenue transaction. These compensation levels are attractive business propositions
for solution providers.
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SAP Americas

Annie Neubrech
Vice President, Partner Management
& Program Teams, North American
Ecosystem Group
www.sap.com

As vendors look to broaden their solution portfolios in 2014, the channel
will become increasingly important, providing customers with a new
range of range of innovations to address emerging technology challenges.
The movement to cloud-based solution deployment is perhaps the
biggest challenge to the traditional enterprise software channel. Companies today are looking to leverage multiple vendor solutions to drive
their business decisions, blending software-to-service with on-premise
technologies in hybrid delivery models. Channel partners are meeting
this customer demand by expanding hybrid solution specialization and
enhancing customer focus. This three-dimensional model based on a
company’s size, geographic location and industry (generally down to a
micro-vertical), allows channel partners to better understand and serve
their customer needs.
In 2014 we can anticipate further consolidation in the channel. Today’s business leaders are looking to invest in critical solutions that will
enhance core offerings in hopes of achieving customer relevance quicker
than if they were to use organic methods. This same trend will likely
accelerate vendor consolidation as channel and end-customers rapidly
pick what they perceive to be future market leaders in software categories.
Next year, we will see an increase in the adoption of cloud-as-asolution offerings, resulting in the expansion of software sales to a pure
services model. Financial models will evolve as the ratio of software-toservices adapts and “buy versus rent” models change profits.
Successful channel business leaders will need to remain vigilant
about the balance of services they offer and talent pool they have on
hand. With mounting pressure to increase ROI, smart leaders will seek
solutions that will give them a competitive advantage. As the adoption
of cloud technologies continues to grow, channel organizations will
become increasingly selective about their solution expertise, industry
focus, service mix, and vendor alliance, in order to succeed.

SATO America

Gary Krause
Director of Marketing
www.satoamerica.com

I have no trepidation in saying, more now than
ever before, a VAR must determine, strengthen and market their add-on
values to customers at such a heightened degree. Word of mouth and
localized e-mail or direct mail campaigns have been staples in mar-com
of a company’s offerings, but with customers’ dependence on mobile
computing ever expanding, VARs must reach out in ways they would
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have considered too unconventional as recently as five years ago. For
example, would you have given much thought a few years ago to using
a tool called the “blogosphere” as a means of messaging?
Today, if VARs are not engaged in the electronic mediums available to them, they may suffer a steady stream of lost opportunities for
their products and services to the competition or non-traditional supply
chain resources.
Social media, Google ad-words and digital marketing are imbedded into the everyday fabric of our lives. The future customers of
value-added channel members communicate continuously amongst
themselves and manufacturers regarding their needs and application
requirements. If they are not a part of that communication stream,
or have little more to add than a “buy here” message, cultivating new
projects for their company will be quite difficult, and in the near future
nearly impossible.
Customers are continually expanding their methods of securing
knowledge that’s important to their businesses and lifestyles. Digital
marketing is changing into something more than product notices,
e-blasts and branding. It’s communicating ideas and concepts and
solution-oriented testimonials. This movement goes above and beyond
pure promotional communications and directly to solution-based information that customers actually want and need.
The new wave of digital communications is all about having digital
applications and success stories that in a very short period of time, deliver a quick education on: the pain, the plan, the solution and results of
a successful installation. Most customers prefer video over white papers,
case studies, and even live demonstrations with a representative. But
to get to them one must be visible online and engaged in social group
communities that openly share information on business and providers
of solutions. VARs need to communicate what values they bring and
communicate them in a compelling and electronic format.
It’s not always what you do, but what customers are saying about
you that will drive your business. Don’t be afraid of the digital world,
but rather, embrace it and be a part of it.

ScanSource

Christy Thompson
Vice President, Worldwide Marketing
www.scansource.com

For ScanSource, we don’t see the channel changing as much as we see it evolving. The needs of the end user are shifting,
which means the needs of the reseller must adjust. From a value-added
distribution perspective that means what we offer to the reseller—and
how we offer it—must evolve as well.
Certainly, several trends are becoming more prevalent in the channel and will likely only grow in 2014. No doubt, mobility is a trend
that is showing great opportunity for resellers. The challenge of the
encroachment of the consumer device is real, but what’s exciting for
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the channel is the development of rugged solutions—handhelds, tablets,
etc.—that will enable resellers to meet the demands of their end-users
in the field, at the bedside, on the delivery truck, etc. These solutions
will only enhance the way users are able to do business.
Mobility also affords resellers the opportunity to strengthen their
partnership with their end-user customer, as they work with them to
ensure their solutions are compatible and interoperable.
An integral part of the mobility conversation is Bring Your Own
Device (BYOD), which has been a buzzword for quite some time and
shows no signs of slowing down. Employees are bringing their personal
devices to work and, in many cases, expect to integrate them into their
way of doing business within the four walls—checking e-mail, reviewing
confidential documents, scheduling meetings. What once was done on
the company desktop is now being managed from employees’ personal
devices. So it needs to be integrated. It needs to be secure. It needs to
be functional. These are challenges end users are facing and they are
turning to resellers to help them manage these technologies—from
hardware and software to installation and support.
And while the continued advancement of these technologies is exciting, we also believe resellers need to be ready to transform their model, if
they haven’t already. In many cases, hardware is becoming cloud-based.
Because of this and other business factors, many traditional hardwareonly resellers are turning their focus to managed services. Becoming
a managed services provider allows resellers to enhance their offering, while developing a stronger, more trusted relationship with their
partners. Through monitoring and managing their customers’ systems
and devices, resellers are able to deliver a higher level of service that
enables their partners to focus on growing their sales without concerning themselves with the performance of their devices.

ScienceLogic

Jeremy Sherwood
Cloud Strategist
www.sciencelogic.com

The IT industry as a whole is shifting toward a
service-centric model in that the needs of the end-user are held above
those of the vendor. For resellers, managed service providers (MSPs) and
VARs, IT management will be at the crux of meeting end-user demands
and succeeding in the coming years. With 2014 upon us, there are three
specific changes these audiences will need to address.
First, services, servers and other traditional IT entities are losing
their individual importance from a management perspective. To the
benefit of MSPs, there will be a shift toward managing the relationships
between these IT entities. Traditionally, MSPs monitor customers’ servers, routers and storage resources. For decades, this single entity view
has reigned. With the recent adoption of cloud, most (if not all) MSPs’
customers have adopted various cloud services, and the IT environment
is becoming more dynamic as a result. Correspondingly, IT administra-
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tors cannot understand a single IT entity and its behavior by observing
it in a silo. Instead they must understand the interdependencies between
IT entities and the relationships between virtualized elements and computer, storage and switching resources. As customers come to care less
about single entities and more about service level management, those
VARs and MSPs that do not evolve will be destroyed.
Secondly, the hybrid cloud will become the cloud of choice. Virtualization already has a stronghold in the IT market and adoption is on
the rise. Building on this trend, 2014 will become the year of the strategic hybrid cloud. To date, most companies have haphazardly found
themselves in a hybrid ecosystem because they are caught between
demand for public cloud services and a hesitation to move completely
to the cloud. In accordance with “Gartner’s Top 10 Strategic Technology Trends for 2014,” enterprises will need to bring together public
and private cloud services strategically, with interoperability and future
integration top of mind. MSPs will need to align their services with
this hybrid model by offering IT management that trends and marginmanages this hybrid environment. Those that prepare to manage,
monitor and deliver visibility into public and private cloud compute
resources will outperform their competitors immensely. The future of
IT infrastructure is hybrid, and IT management must align with this
to not be left in the dust.
Finally, 2014 will also see the growth and success of MSPs and
resellers that embrace coopetition. Instead of fighting Amazon and
other large providers, MSPs will realize the benefit of using them to
their own advantage. This can be done through value-added reselling
of their services or through the delivery of IT management solutions
that provide visibility regardless of where the IT resources reside. For
example, an MSP may choose to deliver comprehensive monitoring
of its AWS cloud that goes beyond visibility achieved simply through
Amazon. As customers move to deploy only vendor solutions that are
best-in-class for specific purposes, MSPs will be tasked with delivering
the needed visibility and essentially offer monitoring-as-a-service.
As MSPs prepare for the coming year, these three predictions of IT
management within the channel should serve as a guide. Those that
follow the guide and embrace IT management as a value-added service
within a customer-centric strategy will prevail, grow their business and
outpace their competitors.

Seiko Instruments

Adam Ortlieb
Associate Director, Marketing
www.siiprinters.com

Heading into 2014, a crucial key to success remains giving retailers and hospitality providers the tools they need to
evolve their operations and tackle real-world challenges. To this end,
facilitating a more seamless omnichannel experience is paramount.
Reliable thermal printers, implemented as part of a mix of customer
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engagement technologies, clearly remain an essential mechanism for
solution providers to help deliver this heightened customer experience
that consumers demand.
Mobile solutions continue to garner extensive interest based on the
ability to provide a more efficient and informed in-store buying experience. And a lightweight, small footprint, reliable mobile printer can provide the ideal complement to mobile customer engagement. Specifically,
many customers prefer a hardcopy proof of purchase, perhaps because
they are reluctant to give out personal e-mail or cell phone information in
order to receive an electronic receipt. Moreover, the receipt is no longer
simply a receipt. Retailers can use it as a tool to generate incremental
revenue. By adding coupons, retailers can increase in-store sales and
enhance the user experience. Receipts are also an effective way to build
up loyalty program participation and drive social media engagement.
They can even convey important warranty information.
That said, conventional POS technology is still a crucial component
of the overall technology mix. And recent advancements have helped
elevate these solutions, enhancing their ability to better serve users’
needs. As an example, printers now offer incremental enhancements
in performance, reliability, flexibility (smaller footprint), contemporary
aesthetics and ease-of-use. Higher performance means delivering richer
information without slowing the transaction. Added reliability and flexibility translate into avoiding downtime, streamlining the integration
process, and freeing up needed space at the point of sale. A sleeker look
helps communicate the right brand image, and ease-of-use can never
be over-emphasized.
Solution providers hoping to elevate their value proposition in the
eyes of potential customers should look for suppliers who can deliver
these capabilities; at the same time, prioritizing vendors based on the
ability to engage as a true partner, whose overriding objective is mutual
success and profitability.

ShopKeep POS

Todd Lasher
VP & GM Channel Business
www.shopkeep.com

The last few years have seen an incredible growth
in diverse technologies aimed at improving the lives of brick and mortar merchants. Retailers now have sophisticated products available to
help them automate many areas of their businesses, including delivery,
loyalty, gift cards, accounting, employee scheduling, payroll, CRM and
more. What’s more, this is only the beginning—with new, innovative
value-added tools and solutions being brought to market almost weekly.
With all this innovation however, something has been missing—the
ability for these technologies to talk to each other and provide a simple
and seamless solution set to merchants.
I believe that 2014 will be the year that this problem is solved, as
the point of sale system turns into a fully-fledged merchant operating
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system, providing retailers a centralized tool-set to help them run their
businesses. Just as the iPad serves as a hub for a variety of useful apps,
the POS will become a central hub for all these value-added services,
seamlessly integrating multiple technologies onto one platform. Online,
delivery and in-person orders will flow through the POS system to a
merchant’s inventory management and accounting systems. Time
clocks will integrate through the POS system to employee scheduling
software. Retailers, as a rule, are not technology experts and as such,
they will respond favorably to the simplicity enabled by this kind of
automation.
The key to success for point of sale companies will be avoiding the
urge to solve every aspect of the payments space by themselves. Instead,
we must focus on choosing the right partners to provide best-in-class
experiences for merchants and their customers. The focus here should
be on making integrations for things like loyalty and gift-cards completely frictionless to install and intuitive to use. That way, merchants
can focus on the things that mean the most to them, like looking after
customers and growing their bottom lines. One important note here is
that point of sale providers must work hard to be enablers of merchant
choice, not a gatekeeper picking and choosing the integrations they are
willing to support.

SpeedLine Solutions

Craig Baker
Channel Sales Manager
www.speedlinesolutions.com

The coming year will see omnichannel marketing,
now commonplace in retail, taking root in more food service applications—especially in pizza and delivery concepts that already lead the
way in web and mobile ordering technology. The industry will see a
growing demand for applications that put more control in the hands of
the restaurant patron: from self-serve options at the counter or tableside
to order-on-the-way solutions and waitlist apps.
As a result, restaurants will be seeking new mobile and integrated
solutions for everything from ordering to loyalty to e-marketing, with
the POS at the hub. Many restaurant operators are frustrated by investments they have made in solutions that no longer fit their needs. Looking
forward, these companies will seek flexible, open integrations to avoid
the risk of limiting their options later.
Restaurant companies exploring big data trends on a smaller scale
will drive new innovation in data analytics. We are already seeing growing interest in enterprise delivery of menu analytics, customer data,
nutritional analysis, and promotion tracking. Resellers whose software
applications include flexible APIs—to enable richer data sharing between open point of sale solution and third-party systems—will be well
equipped to drive new revenue from this growing demand.
As mobile POS solutions become more prevalent, the industry will
also see more demand for new NFC applications, and more opportunities
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to implement NFC tracking solutions in areas ranging from inventory
and security to loyalty and delivery. And some of the new developments
for point of sale providers will be driven by regulatory factors—with new
pressure to implement EMV in advance of the October deadline, potential new HACCP/WHMIS farm-to-table tracking requirements, and
another new iteration of the PCI DSS standard to review and address.
In the delivery and quick-service segments of the restaurant channel, where the past year has already shown major new opportunities
and threats in mobile POS, successful vendors will be the ones who
are paying attention. Technology is reshaping this industry at a pace
we’ve never seen before, and listening to what is truly important to our
restaurant clients will be more critical than ever before.

Star Micronics America

Michael Hanson
Vice President of Sales & Marketing
www.starmicronics.com

Today, mobile devices are readily available and
used by consumers across many platforms. This gives consumers the
ability to go online to compare prices and make purchases. Many
consumers engage in showrooming by going into a store to scan the
merchandise and compare it on their mobile device to buy it for less
from an online retailer.
In 2013, businesses began to overcome the challenges of showrooming by empowering associates with training and technology to engage
customers in the store at the point of decision. In the past, showrooming
was the enemy of brick and mortar stores. Now retailers are finding
they can leverage their customers’ use of mobile devices and are meeting their mobile expectations by untethering from traditional POS and
engaging consumers via mobile solutions.
Retailers are starting to leverage BYOD to improve the shopper
experience. In past studies, BYOD focused on associates bringing their
devices to work. But retailers now recognize that BYOD enables instore customers to connect with the retailer. Properly executed, BYOD
empowers consumers with key product features, review, promotions
and comparison information to confidently complete the purchase
and enjoy the instant gratification of walking out of the store with their
purchase in hand.
Moving forward, we expect to see companies shift to an omnichannel business strategy. The omnichannel model is complicated, as it
merges both online and offline efforts for a single streamlined customer
experience. Initial omnichannel deployments will focus on customer
engagement at the point of decision. Once the customer has selected the
product, the natural next step will be to extend omnichannel to mobile
POS, where the entire transaction can be completed on the sales floor.
The push for affordable omnichannel solutions will drive businesses
towards web-based applications. Hardware companies must take the
initiative to provide web-friendly technology with easy integration for
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companies as they transition out of traditional enterprise systems.
Technology is redefining the way we interact and engage with our
customers. Businesses and technology companies must continue to
work together to provide a seamless experience for its customers. Collaboration will be the key to success as we navigate the ever-changing
technology landscape together.

StopLift Checkout Visions Systems
Malay Kundu
CEO
www.StopLift.com

In 2014, while retailers are still beginning to incorporate video analytics into their self-checkout security strategy, the
frontier will extend from better theft detection (still very necessary) to
better customer service. The reason is simple: The same video analytics
that wow us with detecting fraudulent behavior are in fact equally good
at confirming honest behavior.
By combining intelligent video and the weight sensor, the selfcheckout now has the multisensory advantage of having both “touch”
and “sight.” Whereas the self-checkout would have in the past mistaken
the additional weight of a handbag inadvertently set down on the bag
scale as a possible theft, it can now “double check” against video to
determine that the handbag is actually a non-merchandise item not
worthy of an alert to the attendant. Likewise, the barcoded cantaloupe
that doesn’t weigh quite the same as every other cantaloupe may still
be recognized as a cantaloupe through video, thereby foregoing a false
alert. This allows the customer an uninterrupted and more enjoyable
experience, gives everyone else a faster moving line, and gives the selfcheckout attendant more time to attend to true customer service.
Self-checkouts have long had one sense—the sense of “touch.” By
using weight sensors, they weigh the item placed in the bagging area
to see if it matches the expected weight of whatever was just scanned.
Unfortunately, legitimate purchases do not always match their expected
weight in the database. As a result, weight sensors often produce mistaken alerts which frustrate customers.
But recently, self-checkouts have developed a second sense—the
sense of “sight.” As with their older cousins the manned checkouts,
the initial driver for video analytics at self-checkouts has been to detect
theft. Video analytics, for example, is uniquely capable of detecting a
new class of rampant scan-avoidance-based self-checkout theft called
“weightless theft.” Weightless theft involves the customer avoiding ever
placing an item on the bagging area weight scale—leaving it in the cart
or bagging it onto the floor instead—thereby avoiding the need to ever
scan/pay for it at all. This is unnoticeable by the weight sensor and
detectable only by video analytics.
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StrandVision

Mike Strand
Founder & CEO
www.StrandVision.com

The world is “app-solutely” obsessed with apps.
Everybody’s got them on their phones and tablets
and some of our customers think that they can replace full-featured
systems with consumer-grade approaches.
Is this a threat to the channel in 2014? You bet. But it also provides
opportunities. When you think about it, today’s app revolution is similar
to what happened when the PC supplanted the mini and eventually
mainframe computers (although none of us are old enough to remember that) and when the web forever changed information availability
and access. This year, if we haven’t already, we’re going to have to learn
to live with the invasion of the apps.
Our challenge is to build on the direction that the market is going
by creating value-added services that provide security, stability, predictability and smart business approaches. Looking at POS, for example,
our customers’ systems will have to interact with consumer devices while
providing effective, secure portals to transaction systems. There’s no
substitute or shortcut to transaction management. The solution may
be a combination of an app integrated with corporate systems that
requires the resources of your systems integration services. It’s up to all
of us to figure it out.
In my area, digital signage, we’ve competed from the beginning with
entry-level PowerPoint slideshows, and now consumer-level apps for
tablets, and found that prospects soon realize that real digital signage
networks are easier, more cost effective from an administration standpoint and much more flexible and attractive. As slideshow users—and
we suspect apps users—seek to expand their networks beyond “the
single screen in the lobby” they require the services of an integrator
with networking expertise.
These two markets demonstrate the larger picture. Apps are influencing, if not invading, virtually every aspect of computing, if we can
still even call it that. It’s our challenge and our opportunity to figure
out how we’re going to play on that field and use it to our advantage.
We can’t bury our heads in the sand in 2014; we have to realistically
evaluate the market and respond with our best play—our expertise.

Stratix

Gina Daniel-Lee
Vice President of Strategic Alliances
www.stratixcorp.com

If you absorb some of the risk and complexity
surrounding mobility, your customers can concentrate on growing
their business.
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Admit it. Sometimes you and your customers wish that the pace
of change would take a breather so you could consolidate and leverage what you’ve learned. Unfortunately, that’s not a realistic option,
particularly in the mobile arena. Although opportunities abound, the
risk is that enterprises become more reactive than proactive, or stick
too long with a strategy that’s out of sync with the market. And don’t
forget to factor in the new generation of Millennial buyers: born digital,
empowered, experimental and impatient.
But the silver lining here is a big one: To the degree that you help
your customers navigate these challenging dynamics, the more lockedin to your products and services they become. Consider all the dilemmas facing the mobilizing enterprise today: Can I truly secure my
devices? When do I upgrade rather than repair? How far can I safely
take BYOD? How do I adjust my budgeting to mobile lifecycles? What
infrastructure should shift to the cloud? What happens if a manufacturer goes under? Where are best practices emerging in my industry?
How do I track thousands of assets? What about managing licenses
and certificates?
If you can help answer these questions, you’ve created an enormous
competitive advantage. Although most of your customers see the dazzling opportunities inherent in mobility, managing its intricacy can
quickly become an end in itself, a dangerous distraction from running
the core business. It’s all too easy for managers to get lost in endless
process details when they should be looking at deploying mobile innovation on behalf of their businesses.
This is where future-proofing delivers its value. As your customers’ “mobility concierge,” you reduce uncertainty, deal with surprises,
equip the right staff with the appropriate devices—and ultimately free
them to focus on fundamental process improvements for employees
and customers.
This isn’t a one-time event. It’s a rich, ongoing service conversation that evolves as your customers’ needs do. And it’s a conversation
that will take you far from the traditional IT buyer. Regardless of the
vertical you serve, you’ll have to learn how marketing’s mobile needs
differ from human resource’s, what CFOs and auditors worry about,
and how rugged-device requirements vary by operations group. And
guess what? As you future-proof your customers, you’ll be doing the
same for your own business.

SYNNEX Corporation

Bob Stegner
Senior Vice President, Marketing, North
America
www.synnex.com

The IT channel business is evolving more and more into one that
requires solution providers and distributors to develop a service-rich
business model—one that end-users demand and one that the channel
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must stay ahead of in order to thrive. No matter your technology or
vertical focus, creating an IT services business is paramount. Changing your business model can be daunting and certainly isn’t without
challenge, but you are not in this alone. A strong distribution partner
not only provides the best technologies, but can augment services and
solutions on your behalf while enabling your company to stand up
this new model on your own so you can provide more benefits to your
customers and contribute higher margins with recurring revenues to
your bottom line.
So what are some of the opportunities in 2014 that solution providers should be wrapping into their services offering? In the mobility
space, there is a huge opportunity within machine-to-machine (M2M)
infrastructure required to transfer data to and from different mobile devices, as well as the management and security of these devices. Whether
your focus is on retail POS, healthcare or even government end-user
environments, there is a relevant mobility M2M play.
From a vertical play, the K-12 education market is a prime opportunity in 2014 due to increased funding for implementation of Common
Core education standards, necessitating new technology equipment
which will require services, such as the management of wireless networks and network security, M2M, cloud applications, storage of data
and the devices themselves. Working with a distributor with extensive
knowledge of complex state and local government contracts can help
you navigate through the system to secure long-term services contracts.
Having technical prowess isn’t always enough. You also have to
understand how to sell these technologies and market your company’s
services so that your customer or prospect trusts and selects you to manage this part of their business for them. Our customers request help to
educate them on the sales, marketing and business operations side of
things. Our training extends way beyond the technologies themselves,
but also encompasses marketing and sales training and support to
prospective and end-user customers to how to hire the right people for
your team. Solutions providers that embrace the technology solutions
that open a service-led business approach, focus on markets with huge
opportunity with the right business acumen will be the ones who come
out on top in 2014.

Tech Data Corporation
Joe Quaglia
President, the Americas
www.techdata.com

The technology industry is constantly changing,
innovating and reinventing. Over the past year in the IT channel, the
BYOD phenomenon became a reality, big data charged to the forefront
of business discussions, and the cloud came further into focus. Gartner’s
recently released list of “Top Ten Strategic Technology Trends for
2014” includes what I anticipate to be the leading change agents in the
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IT channel: cloud, mobility and the Internet of Everything. With the
changing landscape in technology, solutions providers are tasked with
providing complete solutions around these areas and more—from the
data center to the living room.
Exemplified by the exponential growth of tablet sales, the Internet
is expanding beyond PCs. The sea of change is impacting the industry—offering new opportunities for expansion, but also presenting new
operational challenges for businesses. In September, IDC reported that
PC sales were down 10 percent in 2013, and by 2015, they forecast tablet
shipments to surpass total PC shipments on an annual basis.
In the coming year, the evolution of cloud computing will be much
more realized as well, with shifting models, changing architectures and
a hybrid future. Gartner cites economic advantages, speed, agility, flexibility, infinite elasticity and innovation as some of the benefits of cloud
computing. New pathways of maturity are emerging and hybrid clouds
are developing, creating the marriage of personal clouds and external
private clouds, placing an even greater focus on integrated solutions.
With this in mind, aligning business models to best complement the
shift in cloud computing solutions is key. This will have an impact on
security, which I anticipate will prompt continued software innovation
and increased opportunities. In addition, channel partners will further
seek to leverage educational platforms, enablement tools, and research,
placing a greater importance on strategic partnerships, including the
utilization of IT trade associations.
We live in an always-on, always-connected world that forges continuous change both personally and professionally. With the expanded
Internet, mobility subscriptions will continue to grow along with the
variety of devices. This shift presents an opportunity for technology
companies to enter into the mobile marketplace or expand their mobility portfolio.
As the IT channel evolves, the role of distribution has evolved with
it. The days of simply getting the right product to the right place at
the right time are now prerequisites; good distributors now function
as strategic partners to help solutions providers navigate new markets,
uncover and capitalize on new opportunities, and—most importantly—profitably grow their businesses. A focus on end-to-end solutions,
combined with a best-in-class customer experience, has never been
more important.

TechSquad IT

Chris Wiser
Founder & CEO
www.TechSquadIT.com

Since entering into the world of IT (and SMB)
back in 2008, I have of noticed myriad of changes in the last few years
that have occurred within a variety of technologies and verticals. However, this year, instead of discussing these topics, I’d like to explore an
area that is often a topic of much debate and discussion during industry
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events, webinars and within the channel media—MSP marketing.
Of course we know from our vendor and distributor partners how
they go about marketing their new products and services, and the
strategies that they deploy on a daily basis—many of these are strategies that I am privy to through my partnerships with these companies.
However, there seems to be a common theme (at least to me) over the
last few years that MSPs in general will admit that they can improve on,
and that’s sales and marketing within their internal business practices.
As an MSP and/or VAR, you are probably thinking that you have
just about enough time to focus on serving current clients with the small
staff and budget that you currently have, and that proactively looking
toward gaining new business is something that is out of reach. As someone who is an MSP serving SMBs, I can tell you that it is not as hard as
you think to market and sell your business. In fact, it is something that
is definitely attainable, and won’t cost you a large chunk of time and/
or money to accomplish.
Simply put, you have to get the word out about your business by
starting with yourself, right within your local community, by seeking
out opportunities that won’t cost you any extra money. In fact, some of
the local business groups in your community often hold meetings and
events that are free, provided that you are a local business owner. Even
if there is a cost, it is usually a small membership fee to join your local
chamber of commerce. However, the ROI can be extremely valuable
when it comes to coming into contact with local business owners who
could possibly turn into possible clients. Many times these individuals
can also offer as a referral lead source that could also eventually become
a new business opportunity.
Aside from the local resources that are available to you at a low
(or no) cost. I would also suggest tapping into our industry as a whole.
While of course there are peer groups that come with a fee, many of
these industry groups also offer free resources to help get you started.
Even if you don’t have the budget currently to become a member of
one of these groups, you can still check out their Web sites, which often
contain valuable articles, direct mail samples, white papers, and other
examples of marketing success stories that you can also replicate into
your own business. Also, another recommendation is to utilize your
current partnerships with your vendors and distributors. Many of them
already have teams of people (and resources) readily available to help
you market your business and its assets. Your partners want to help you,
because they are only as successful as you are, and at the end of the day,
that’s what matters, from the perspective of both parties.

Teletec Systems

Andrea Roberts
Vice President
www.teletecsystems.com

There has been a big change in the use of tablet
POS. Savvy restaurateurs of today are very focused on a slim, unob-
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trusive decor friendly input device for their staff and customers. The
conventional large all-in-one touch terminals are becoming obsolete
and are looked upon as taking up too much real-estate on a food counter,
or slowing down table side ordering.
Customers’ placing their own orders, at a friendly graphical kiosk in
a food court is growing acceptance rapidly. A server bringing a wireless
device to tableside to place an order has become acceptable, whereas,
just two years ago most patrons thought of it as a very informal way
of taking an order and losing the customer engagement. This shift in
acceptance has increased the number of devices that a normal table
service restaurant would previously purchase from their POS vender.
Consumer tablets, iPods and smartphones have made their way into
this market sector. Competition is also fierce, with new iOS software
companies emerging and selling direct, as well as the giants of the
Internet world also bringing their own POS applications to market.
There is a business model shift in the way the hospitality VAR
of today has to run their business and be profitable. There are more
software licenses to be sold; however the need for traditional POS
hardware has diminished. Hospitality VARs must now be educated on
stable wireless access points and antennas, and increase their support
for more of a SaaS model. The use of cloud applications has also been
accepted in this very private vertical. This model changes the mindset
of VARs to think of subscription as a new way of doing business. The
technology marketplace and channel are changing rapidly, and it’s
time to re-evaluate the expectations of the savvy restaurateurs of 2014.

Thoughtwav

John Wilkinson
Principal
www.thoughtwav.com

Technology channels have always been a bit about
Darwinism; about survival of the fittest in the face of rapidly changing
technologies, customer requirements and buying behavior. The past
few years have accelerated that pace to “always-on,” as we’ve become
persistently connected through our smartphones, working in the cloud
and seeking to amplify our influence by embracing blogging, YouTube,
Twitter and other forms of social media.
Looking forward into 2014, one truth remains constant as channel
companies—vendors, distributors and solution providers alike—seek
to remain relevant. Despite our obsession with these newer communications tools and our belief that the customer is increasingly
empowered by social media, some fundamentals remain the same.
B2B solution sales are still about knowledge, thought leadership and
personal relationships. These three work hand-in-hand and are mutually dependent. After all, people buy from people they know and trust,
especially when their job or reputation depends on the success of a
technology investment.
But building those personal selling relationships is increasingly
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challenging, especially when today’s buyers increasingly include lineof-business (LOB) managers in addition to the IT department. Some
solution providers I’ve talked with think that social media, webinars or
outcall blitzes can do the job of reaching and influencing those buyers,
and it’s true that well-formed and integrated communications that
clearly demonstrate your value can help to open the door. However,
once that door is open, it’s still the knowledgeable and skilled salesperson
that listens to and understands the buyer’s unique needs—and can best
demonstrate how their solution cost-effectively meets or exceeds those
needs—that will earn the business. The challenge lies in helping those
salespeople understand and address the needs of line-of business in
addition to those of the IT staff.
Ensuring that our salespeople—and our partners’ salespeople—
have the knowledge and tools they need to engage with and “sell”
the LOB buyer has to become paramount. A technology speeds and
feeds pitch alone no longer cuts it, as that leads directly to price/performance. Instead, our salespeople need to be equipped with vertical
market knowledge, understand LOB buyer concerns, and be prepared
to address those needs.
How well equipped are your salespeople to address the LOB buyer
in 2014? And how will you make sure they’re ready by balancing your
investments in marketing with those in sales enablement? Darwinism
will continue to take its toll, as only the fittest survive and prosper. In
2014, the survivors will be those who master selling to LOB in addition to IT, opening the door through social media and other carefully
selected marketing, and closing it with a skilled salesperson.

Touch Dynamic

Craig Paritz
CEO
www.touchdynamic.com

With the connected customer becoming the rule,
rather than the exception—along with fierce competition in the marketplace—restaurateurs and retailers are under pressure to pique customer
care to keep operations running efficiently and their bottom line trending
upwards. Technology advancements will continue to play a significant role
to accomplish this. It seems every time we blink, readily-available consumer
computing devices become faster, smaller and more powerful. Since people
have that kind of power for personal use, they have come to expect the same
type of experience when they visit a store or restaurant. Leading vendors in
the industry need to keep a close eye on these evolutions, finding new ways
to manufacture hardware that keeps pace with the increasing demands of
the tech-savvy customer.
One trend that supports this is the noticeable movement away from
resistive touch screens, toward the capacitive touch screens. Why?
Everyone is just “used to it.” Capacitive touch screens are standard for
smartphones and tablets, and people prefer the instantaneous results
they can get from manipulating this technology. Capacitive touch
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screens cater to that mindset; they are easy to use and more intuitive—
making business transactions run more smoothly and effectively.
Durability is also a plus for the capacitive touch screen. Although the
upfront investment is more than its counterparts, the ROI speaks for
itself. The glass construction will literally never wear out because it is
both scratch and wear-resistant. Just think of how many times you’ve
dropped your smartphone.
Businesses are also investing in higher-end CPUs. Bottom line:
Software applications are becoming more complex and advanced,
demanding higher horsepower to function properly. On the other side
of that migration, the cost of more powerful CPUs continues to fall,
making this need attainable at a more reasonable price point.

VeriFone

Jeff Wakefield
Vice President of Business Development
www.verifone.com

Beyond their contact e-mails and birthdays, how
well do you know your customers? And, how are you capitalizing on
this? The future of success—for merchants and retailers of all sizes—is
dependent on using technology to bring together this type of relevant
information to deliver a positive shopping experience as well as relevant,
tailored offers that build brand loyalty.
Merchants are starting to do this through applications that pool customer profile information from online and in-store channels and throughout their entire sales infrastructure. These applications, which also feature
customer facing apps, enable retailers to make product suggestions and view
store wish list items, purchase history and upcoming important events for
the customer, and much more. This takes the concept of omnichannel one
step further to unify not just buying channels, but customer profile data. The
result enables retailers to leverage customer data and continuously engage
customers with tailored, relevant offers and promotions.
Here’s an example: A husband that never seems to get his wife what
she really wants for her birthday goes to one of her favorite stores to
find her birthday present. A sales associate carrying an iPad greets him
and keys his wife’s information in to the device. Through a custom built
application on the tablet, the associate is able to view his wife’s complete
profile including her wish list items, items she may like based on past
purchases, past communication and much more. The associate suggests
an item based on the information and the husband purchases it with
his credit card on the sales floor—without having to wait in line. Later,
he gives his wife her birthday present – it’s exactly what she wanted.
What’s even more unique is that the husband could have had the same
experience at any of the merchant’s other locations.
In 2014, retailers will increasingly embrace digital technology that
takes omnichannel retailing to the next level by providing capabilities
that seamlessly unify business units, enhance customer experiences and
bridge the gap between in-store and online shopping.
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ViewSonic

Mike Holstein
Vice President, Business Development and
Emerging Technologies
www.viewsonic.com

Cloud computing opened up new opportunities
for the IT industry as a whole and more specifically, the channel. The
cloud has created numerous computing options that have altered
traditional compute products and services to one that is more mobile,
virtualized, and even wearable. Security, manageability and versatility
are now top priorities for organizations due to these factors. Resellers
will be selling a new class of products in 2014 to match the needs and
demands that cloud computing has created. Being aware of this trend
is critical to staying power in the channel, and more so for resellers who
want to accelerate the ROI on these devices.
Security and manageability, for example, are pushing more virtualization products in the channel, partly due to response from consumers
and bring-your-own-device (BYOD) initiatives in the workplace. In
2014, the IT industry will see a greater push for virtualization in the
form of thin and zero client solutions and virtualized desktops that will
also enable users with a higher level of performance and storage. The
future of compute will be entirely cloud-based and must align with a
more virtualized model in order to maintain relevance in the channel
and create new opportunities for services and revenue.

Wavesoft

Wilson Chao
CEO
www.wavesoft.com

Conventional mobile solutions are expensive and
can be relatively difficult to operate. At only a fraction of the cost of
an industrial handheld device, the latest consumer mobile appliances
are easily accessible and also present great performance advantages for
smooth and reliable remote wireless operations. As we head into 2014,
we will see increased use mobile Apple devices for business purposes—
fueled primarily by their ease of use, cost effectiveness, superior power
as well as compact design.
In addition, the innovative user interface offered from iOS constitutes the immense success of Apple devices in the global market. Its
gesture-based user interface is highly intuitive and has dramatically
improved the usability for mobile POS apps, thus eliminating operator errors and the need for extensive system trainings. In the past two
years, we have seen thousands of restaurant operators deploy new
mobile iOS apps with little or virtually no training. In fact, 90% of our
software licensing has been iOS-based, and we forecast that number
will continue to climb going forward.
The consumer mobile appliances and wireless network infrastruc-
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ture is now an affordable reality for the masses. Retail industries are
increasingly asking for the new apps that justify popular iOS or Android
implementations. It can be predicted that the mobile apps based on
consumer mobile hardware will continue to grow strong. That growth
will be driven not only by end users from the maximum ROI achieved,
but also by resellers’ need to generate new sources of recurring revenues
from Cloud services.

Zebra Technologies

Keith LeFebvre
VP of Global Product Management and
Product Marketing
www.zebra.com

The buying equation has shifted. No longer is the
well trained sales rep able to convince a customer to buy their wares,
but rather today’s web-enabled, deeply informed customer is typically
in a much better position to question the sales rep of how their offering
can best fit their unique needs compared to competitors A, B and C.
Because detailed information is so much more available over the Internet, customers are able to do much more research and narrow down his
or her choices long before you or your people discuss what you have to
offer. This well informed customer seeks the most effective solution to
their unique problem and expects you to offer a precise understanding
of how you can address their challenges. To be successful, you need to
be not only have a savvy sales and support team who can stay a step
ahead and be prepared for their questions, but also have the market
specific facts and digital sales tools needed to share your expertise in an
effective manner to demonstrate why you are the right partner to solve
a given customer’s needs.
Digital sales tools and vertical market content will become increasingly critical for VARS to successfully meet the high bar set by demanding customers. Vendors will need to be prepared to support their best
VARs with market specific research, as well as new and dynamic ways to
engage your customers—like market specific story telling utilizing video
and animation as well as real-time sales order tracking information. You
can expect that new cloud-based tools, high-speed communications
networks and interactive, approachable devices like iPads and tablets
will enable much more interaction and collaboration with prospective
customers. To win time with the savvy new customer, it will be your
job to expand your knowledgebase and become an expert in how to
deliver the solutions and services you provide and to effectively market
and communicate your capabilities. Vendors like Zebra are already
making strides to assist channel partners to accomplish this through
resources like white papers and other helpful training materials that
support this evolution.
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SMBs are poised for a huge upgrade to their network infrastructure. The explosive growth of
Internet usage and Internet-connected devices has amped up the need
for lightning fast network for all businesses. The growing complexity of
mobile devices resulting in added capabilities is also driving the usage
of these devices toward more sophisticated applications. Since most
of these devices are Wi-Fi enabled, the new gigabit Wi-Fi technology
will see rapid adoption by businesses. This will be especially true for
the hospitality and related businesses that are under constant pressure
to deliver a faster, more secure and feature-rich Internet experience.
The growth of cloud computing will remain strong. In addition to
providing a significant cost advantage and scalability, cloud computing also offers smaller businesses the same IT advantages as would a
larger enterprise. Cloud computing helps smaller businesses seem big,
eliminating the technological barrier to entry.
These trends, driving up the Internet traffic and throughput across
company firewalls, require robust security solutions that don’t create
network bottlenecks, thus triggering a security upgrade cycle offering
great opportunities to solution providers.
Virtualization is already a well-established technology for larger
enterprises and has seen growth among SMBs as well. We believe
2014 will see this trend spread more rapidly. The savings in terms of
reduced hardware costs and hardware upgrades are compelling. The
growing expertise and educational efforts from solution providers have
also helped the cause by debunking the notion that a large IT staff is
essential to implement and maintain server virtualization. Simplified
management and security are additional benefits. However to capitalize on the benefits of virtualization, SMBs need a fast network and
high performance storage solution thus driving sales for 10G Ethernet
network and NAS solutions.
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